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between ten and eleven years old, just before the young boy \owUU.ld
naturally separate fran his rrother upon entering puberty. In real
ity Tolstoy I s rrother died before he was hIo, and he had no conscious
rremry of her at all. It was his father \\ho died when Lev' NiJcolae
vich was between nine and ten years of age, but this fact does not
square well with the young boy's psychological n-ovem:nt frem depen
dence to autonany. He puts his rrother in his fatber' s coffin, as it
were, to achieve the deeper reality of his developing sense of self.

Similarly, the death of Tsvetaeva' s rrother during Anastasia's
~fth Sl.ll'lUer clearly put a full stop to the girls I childhoocl.
However, unlike the ideal rrother of Tolstoy 1 s naking, who dies rrur
:uring, "The children! the children!" (Ch. XXVI), Tsvetaeva' s all
tex:> real and imperfect rrother says ccx>lly, "I shall miss only sun
shine and music" (216), and later, "Children, live by the truth! II

(217). Fran the village of Tarusa the family brings the dead Maria
Aleksandrovna to Ivbscow for burial, and the girls' adolescence takes
place in this urban setting, cut adrift by their rrother IS death, yet
largely unable to connect with their vague and often distracted fa
ther's \oDrld of university and nuseum. Anastasia remains on the
margins, finding her place by her ties to Marina.

'!his question of vocation, a central issue for each of the adults
in these narratives, resolves itself srroothly, a.1.Irost effortlessly,
for the rren. Nikoleh 'ka, like his father before him, pursues his
ChIn ends and finds satisfaction and self-fuliillrrent with relatively
little conflict. Anastasia, like Marina, their ITOther, and Nikolen'
ka I s rrother, pays dearly for whatever prcrninence she attains in her
art: she is never free f:ran arrbivalence and fran destructive rivalry
with those closest to her.

Marina 1 5 turbulent career, on the other hand, may be read partly
as her at~ to claim her patrirrony, her ~tic vocation. '!his
struggle required of her a high degree of androgyny as she played
out, in effect, the son's role in this quest, l11.1Stering power to
wrest a syrrbolic writing desk fran the juzrbled detritus of her 1NCIIl

an's life.

To examine such texts without reference to the writer's gender
is to overlook a rich source of potential differences. 'n1e male
sense of self ~ch governs and structures Lev Nikolaevich' s "Detst
ve" is like a lighthouse. Fran a fixed center it projects a~
ful beam ~ch brilliantly illuminates \oA1atever n.a.rrcM slice of its
surroundings it tums towards. Anastasia lvanovna's text is also
organized, but the parts connect in a very different way. '!he fe
male sense of self exerrplified here is like a web, in which all the
strands are linked, center to periphay: what affects one sector of
the web can be felt by all.

As ~ engage in examin.i.ng and stretching the boundaries of the
canon, ~ cannot afford to ignore potential differences l:etween the



male and ferrale sense of self, with its attendant consequences in
literazy texts. If ~ include gender-sensitive readings in our
arsenal of approaches to literature ~ stand to both enrich the
canon and to deepen oor insight into the ~rks like 'Iblstoy I s tril
ogy which already fonn part of the bOOy of ~rld literature.

Postscript: 'Ihis is the revised and expanded version of a talk
given at the Kentucky Foreign language Conference, April 28, 1989.
I am continuing this study of Anastasia Tsvetaeva I s narrative of
chi1dhocrl with a carparisen of Mll"ina I s and Anastasia I S accounts
of their childhoods. My trip to I-bSCXJW in January 1989 also
yielded the typescript of unpublished nsroirs by Valeria Tsvetaeva,
Marina and Anastasia I s older half-sister; I will present a cern
parisen of Valeria and Anastasia I s descriptions of Maria Aleksan
drovna at tile AAASSS COnvention in Chicago in Novanber 1989.
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In Translation
Teacher of ConscialSIless (Leo Tolstoy)

By Andrey BelY

Translated and with an Introduction by

Olga M.1ller Cooke
Texas A&M University

With "Teacher of COnsciousness (Leo 'lblstoy) ," Andrey Bely en
deavors to place Tolstoy side by side with th..i.nkers like Socrates
and Confucius. 1 M1ereas in his earlier essays Bely sooght an aes
thetic response to Tolstoy I s creativity, in the present study
Bely I s points of reference are Irore rretaphysical. 2 The obvious
sources are those fran which Bely quotes free.ly, narrely, '!he Bha
~vad Gita, as ~l as 'IOlstoy I s diaries and On Life. 3 Another
s~gnificant presence is Rudolf Steiner, whose lectures on '!he Bha
gavad Gita played an imrense role in Bely IS thaIght. 4 Focusing on
Tolsto:Y'S post-conversion pericx:l, Be1y discusses Tolstoy's philos
ophy in tenns of a system that bridged the East and the west.
lest one forget, Bely, of all the Syni:x:>lists, sought the reconcil
iation be~ these polarities. 1lCcording to Bely, Tolstoy as a
"teacher of consciwsness" energes as the surrmit of enlighternrent J

sarewhat of a self-styled yogi, at once creating his own Christian
Gosp=l, and at the sarre ti.Ire erobxiying the ancient wisdan of the
East. Tolstoy's knowledge of the East was by no means superficial. S

one encounters references to his favorite books of wisdan, those of
"the Brahmins, of Buddha~ Confucius, I.a.o-tse, ( ... ] books by which
all hurranity has lived." Just as nuch has been written about Tol
stoy's interest in China, 7 and it is carmon knc:Mledge that Tolstoy's
rrodel served as the cornerstone of Gandhi. I s own principles of non
resistance. 8

~e TOlstoy did not exert as powerful an influence as, say,
Gogol' or Pushkin, in Bely's works, nevertheless, he is clearly iIn
partant both in Bely's personal and creative life. Apart fran nu
rreraJ.S childhood episodes depicting Tolstoy IS visits to the Bugaev
household when Bely "sat on Tolstoy 1 s knee,"9 there is the personal
depiction of Tolstoy as Old Man Winter in his poem liTo Leo Tolstoy"
(1908}.lD M3.gnus Ljunggren maintains tbat not only had Bely sought

an "ego-ideal ll in Tolstoy, but that he found uncanny similarities
bet\een Tolstoy an:1 his father, Professor Nikolai Bugaev.ll In
1918 BelY wrote a preliminary sketch of Professor I<orcCJcin in the
short-story, "'!be Yogi, II wt10se spiritual make-up bears striking
similarities to Tolstoy .12 MJreover, Bely developed this image fur
ther in his final novel, Masks, and provided one of the rrost convin
cing portrayals of living according to Tolstoyan pacifism in Korob
kin's practice of non-resistance to evil. Clearly what appeals to
Bely about Tolstoy are his distillations of tnlth, made accessible
to everyone. 13 Tolstoy stands as Evel:y1Tan, asking the perennial
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questions alxJut life and death, perce~vlng the amipresent struggle
between the forces of light and the forces of darkness.

As is the case in virtually all of Be.ly's essays, be they liter
ary, philosophical, or aesthetic, an air of idiosyncracy dcrninates
"Teacher of Consciousness (120 Tolstoy)," but not without perspica
cious insights. Bely discerns the corm.ective tissue be.~ several
concepts in Tolstoy I s On Life and sanskrit literature. As a student
of anthroposophy, Bely often turn.ed to the sacred Hindu epic, '!he
Bhagavad Gita. 14 Briefly sunmarized, '!he Bhagavad Gita, consists of
eighteen chapters, in which the principal figures Krishna and Arjuna
represent manifestations of the divine and the hl..llTaJ1 in the universe.
Unable to reconcile hi.mself with the wanton destruction of his broth
ers and kinfolk, Arjuna undergoes a crisis on the battlefield and
seeks counsel fran Krishna. '!he latter i.nstructs Arjuna in the ways
of yoga, ult..i.m3.tely the sum of what one rrust do to realize the higher
self. 15 '!hus, Arjuna nust discover that in order for the soul to
evolve it rrust be free fran the \-,Orld of the senses. Bely seizes on
the ethical principles of the epic, those entailing transcending the
l~ self.

saturating it with citations fran '!he Bhagavad Gita, Bely cemrence.s
his study with an association bet\t;een Tolstoy and Hindu philosophy.
One of the chief lessons of '!he Bhagavad Gita, that the pursuit of
selfless actions will lead to self-realization, essentially daninates
all of Tolstoy's thought. 16 Because Tolstoy cultivated the rroral dis
cipline of self-renunciation in his everyday activities, Be.ly attri
buted the characteristics of the yogi to Tolstoy himself, \othether he
actual1y preached yoga or not. And the rressage of Bely I s discussion
of yoga, indeed, the force of the Gita, is only IMde clear when taken
together with the Tolstoyan concept of "rational consciousness."
Where Bely rrentions "consciousness" one should read "rational con
sciousness." For exarrple, the line "life begins only with the mani
festation of consciousness tI is a paraphrase of Tolstoy I s "hunan life
begins only with the rreni.festation of rational consciousness. 1117 Ac
cording to TOlstoy, "rational conscioo.sness" is that faculty which
distinguishes man fran animal. 'Ihroughout On Life "rational con
sciousness" is pitted against "animal personality," the latter stand
ing for the pursuit of selfish goals, expressed in human desires and
senso~ pleasures. What takes place in ti.rre and space is not true
life, but rather, 11 anirral personality. II IIRational consciousness,"
on the other hand, is synonyrrous with eternity. Lile only begins
when nan renoonces the self and begins to put others ahead of him
self. '!hen death ceases to preoccupy man, for he passes into a new
relation with the \'oOrld. 18

For Tolstoy, as for the teachings in ']he Bhagavad Gita, there is
no conflict between reason and consciousness. Bely J s application of
'IbIstoy I s practical wi..sdan as a "spiritual science," is particularly
apt, as this is exactly Yklat Rudolf steiner called his own brand of
practical wisdan, ~y, anthroposophy, for it, too, integrated the
rraterial and the spirituaL Interestingly, Belyl s treatrrent of
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"rranas" reveals not only an understanding of Hindu tenns, but also
his dependence on other Steinerian interpretations of '!he Bhagavad
Gita. 19 Here the intellectual kinship beboeen Tolstoy and Eely be
cares rrore telling, for Bely' s discussion of rranas entails !TOre
than a ~stern understanding of the mind as the dwelling place of
thought and intellect. Because human evolution requires the poNer
of the mind over l::xJdy, Bely roncentrates on yoga as the rrost effec
tive exercise in gaining higher levels of consciousness. 'Ihus, one
can never underestirtate the active rrental activity involved, the
sheer power of consciousness to shed its attacl1Ioont to selfish de
sires. According to Bely, our eq:::> is the "glove ll hiding our real
self, and in distinguishing between the ego and the self, Arjuna
learns that his essential nature is spiritual, and therefore eter
nal. Be1y implies that TOlstoy I S resemblance to the Hindu ancients
is based on rrental discipline, an a Socratic understanding of knowl
edge as virtue. Just as Krishna teaches Arjuna to train himself in
abandoning the ego to evolve to a higher state, so does 'Iblstoy, the
Teacher, make that derrand of his foll~s.20
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Readers may find that the admixture of Bely' s poetic philosophizing
and citing references is often encurri:ered by subjective rationci
nations. 'Ilri.s is typical of Bely's philosophically oriented texts.

Teacher of Consciousness (Leo Tolstoy)

By Andrey Bely

One encOW1ters the truths of wisdom in Leo Tolstoy I 5 Diary; nuch
of what he tells us is told by a supra-individualistic consciousness,
which according to Hindu philosophy is called Manas, the "I." How
ever, the "I" is spirit.

'ttle appearance in history of the proolern of the "I" is depicted
in the magnificent iJrage of Krishna, who appears to Arjuna, the stu
dent of Yoga. C!l a battlefield Arjuna grieves: "It is better to
IiVEl by giving... than killing... we do not know \\hat is better ... to
be conquered or to conquer." ('lhe Bhagavad Gita). And Krishna re
plies to him: "Man can neither kill nor be killed. He was never
rom, he will never die. Look at yw actions, and not at the fruits
of your actions .•• Give yourself to Yoga; Ycqa is art in action."
(idan). '!he path of these actions leads to the renunciation of
senseless actions; Yoga is the study of inaction in action, of peace
in battle.

Krishna I S lesson is that Yoga answers Arjuna' s question as to how
to depart fran war. It does not reccmrend an external rejection,
b.lt rather specific actions for transfomdng the struggle. 'Ihe pu
rilication of actions with action is yoga. "Let the Yogi. •• exercise
ycqa ••.he will not be disturbed by the greatest of sorrON." (idem).

~t is Yoga all about? In the ability to subordinate oneself to
the higher "I. II And who is Krishna? He is the "I, II who has blown
up the personality of Arjuna, the mask; he is the "I" of Arjuna, his
cosmic consci~sness: "I am the ~lspring of the universe." People
are but the fingers of one organism, hiding fran one another in a
glove, which is p.1lled over than. 'lhis glove constitutes the scales
of one's perceptible , individual life.

How does one rarove it?

''He who controls all the gates of the body, and confines the mind
to the heart, has set his breath in the head... He who abandons his
bcxly, uttering... [On], rred.itating on Ire, will reach the highest goal."
(idem Chapter Eight) .
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'!here are ~ sides to Yoga: 1) iIrtrersion into the mind's heart,
2) the animation of consciousness; the path of the mind's imrersion
is the path of mystics; the path of anirration of consciousness is
gnosis; ~ acts are cClt'lbined by yoga: cerebral (or intellectual)
activity with heartfelt activity. '!he history of Iran IS self-con
sciousness is the tale of two paths: of mystical wandering and of
nan's gnostic wandering throughout the ages i but both paths are but
the gloves which we TIUSt reITOVe; only in Yoga do we stand before
the "I," released fran perceptible scabs, the II I" that has not be
care the reasonable "I," nor the abstract "subject of cognition"
of rrodern philosophers. '!he "I" is the nam= of God: the "I" is
greater; but this "I, II appears to us as the "He" in us: "CX1r Fa
ther!" Later "He" reveals himself in us, as the authentic "I" in
the unauthentic "I"; that is what Krishna proclailns: "Feelings are
great; greater than feelings is the mind; greater than the mind is
p.rre reason, greater than pure reason is He." (idem).

'!he "I" is the iJrpulse of Love; the "I" is not that 'Nhich 0b
serves objects of a static ~rld, but that which cc:robines objects
with the subject and creates: "I am 'U1ou."

Yoga reveals this concretely: here is the path of achieving
peace in battle, the resolution of' the problem posed by Arjuna on
the battlefield.

2.

Tolstoy is the precursor of love to care; '!he "Hen, or the Voice,
which reads the signs of man I s fate, already resounded in him very
clearly; that voice is Manas; the "He" is Tolstoy's derton, resem
bling SOCrates I d.erron; and the "He" is greater: the "He" is louder;
rrore sonorous, rrore irrperious the "He" has pronamced his WJrd out
of Tolstoy by Tolstoy; and throuqh "Him" the writer Tolstoy became
our new teacher. In '!he Diary Leo Tolstoy calls "Him" at tirres "Fa
ther," at t.i.Ires "Master."

Manas is an eagle, spread out over our personal consciousness, re
sembl.ing Knowledge of ~rld consciousness; His ~ wings are the ~
sides of Reason: 1) the side, clothed in the clarity of reason I s wak
ing consciousness and 2) the sur-rational side I the unclear side, not
revealed in the ~rd; ~ know that Vladi.mir Soloviev I s philosophy
speaks about the latter rationally; and the ~rd1essly great who are
blessed with Manas are silent. One and the other display the Eagle
as one-winged. 'Ihe Eagle does not soar clearly for everyone. He
clearly soars in Tolstoy.

Tolstoy knows of the unification of Manas and Life; his conscious
ness "en Life ll is the high point of transparent clarity in revealing
the Manas of ancient yoga; without any of the rational dazzle clear
thought is announced here in the iIrage of wisdcrn. In Soloviev there
is still a lot of dazzle; and people do not understand him; Tolstoy
is understandable; and as a result he can invest profound rreaning



into his intelligible v.urd; lris thought is not the mirror I s reflec
tion of shores in the water of thought, but rather the very depth of
transparent waters, the very revelation of water's life with all its
"fish-thoughts" i one can throw out a net into 'IOlstoy, and pullout
"fish, 11 and get narrishrrEnt one's entire life; with the reflection
of the shores on the water, with the reflections of even the heavens
of Soloviev' s philosophy you will not get enough nourishrrent in life;
all of Tolstoy's 11fish " are but new rrea.ni..ngs of rational rreanings;
Soloviev did not tower before the touch of Manas in clear, peasant
words: all that becarre of him was a "philosopher," Tolstoy became a
teacher.

Within Tolstoy there is a Socrates; "he also carries within him Si
lenus (the thundering chaos of mysterious, Dionysian life); but the
Silenus, who inhabits in Tolstoy'S Y.Orld, engages in battle with the
rebellious "Socrates II ; he clashes with the self whom the Y.Orld already
honors as an artist, and clashes with the other one, who is "vulgar
and vain"; "I started. thinking about myself, al:x:>ut my hurts .•.and I
caJlE to my senses •• and all was ~ll. .• there is that one who is anI
noyed by the vulgar, silly, vain and sensitive Leo Nikolaevich...

Descartes' "Cogito ll genuinely as a~ Socrates in Tolstoy: 2
"Reason is the Vo1eapOn for cognitiot:l, it is proof, it is a critique. 11

We "know sarething... for what it is." ''What then?--"'ntat which we
cognize is n.anely the very thing we know. "3 B..lt Tolstoy raises the
goal of cognition to cognition; cognition without a goal is insanity,
h~er logical it rray be: "Fational activity is distinguished frcrn
insane activity only in that rational activity assigns its judgnents
in order of their :iJrq;:lortance. "4 Reasoning which is not tied to a
ccrrrron goal .. is insane, no matter how logical it is. ,,5 'Ibe absence
of a goal in the organization of concepts creates all the insanity of
abstract conclusions as to what life is: "It is not that which we. call
science which defines life, but oor concept of life which defines what
should be acknowledged as science." 6 "Before anything else we have
to decide what science is. II 'I1ley say that science studies life frcm
all its sides ~ but the trouble is that every object has as nany sides
as there are radii in a sphere, that is, an endless nurrber, and it is
not possible to study it fran all sides, but we nust know fran which
side it is nore necessary." "True knowledge consists in knowing that
we knCM what \ole! know, and do not know what ~ do not know"-Tolstoy in
cessantly advances this thesis by Confucius.

In his book On Life Tolstoy rrarvellously reveals an entire series of
confusions which ~ cc:mni.t in defining life with the help of various
official abstractions subordinate to life~ he reveals that life begins
only with the manifestation of consciousness; life and consciousness
are one and the sarre~ we are rom into life only when we realize the
center of consciousness within ourselves, am not when we appear on
earth biologically~ our appearance on earth is not life (life-o:Jnscious
ness) i this is a "trifle. II Understanding the voice of one's own life
is understanding "Manas." "'!here were ti.rres when I felt that I was be
caning a bearer of God's will... '!he truth ~d go right through Ire •••

I hope to God that their (truths) passage through Ire will not defile
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these truths. ,,8

Krislma teaches: "I am Manas; out of all beings I am consciousness. "
Within us consciOJS1")€s8 itSelf is Manas. Tolstoy confiDns that life
is conscioosness; thus he beccrres the spokesrran of Krishna's teachings
in a new light. 'Ihe aspiration for concrete practical wi.sdan shcMs up
once again in him; he (Tolstoy') calls this science of practical wisdan
a spiritual science; he searches for its traces in the truths of wis
dan fran all the ages and peoples: "'I11ere are thousands of supersti
tions, but not faiths ..• there are not even ten teachings arout faiths
and yet all of them c~ together in one and the sane faith, only ex
pressed di£ferently." "Religion is the consciousness of those truths,
which •• are understood and Yhich are indubitable like 2x2=4. 'Ihe goal
of religion... is to express these truths. "10 'Ihe path of expression
is action-this is y~: ''When a truth...is uttered, it. .transfonns
life.ul! Manas energes in us in the praxis of the 'ttOrld of conscious
ness; any philosophy is praxis ..• Hiildu yoga exactly looks like this;
our cognition is yogic. Tolstoy says: IlMaterialists.1~50not know
what Hindus have done in the criticism of ~tian.n

3.

Yoga is the teaching for the chosen and the few; Tolstoy opens up
the fOrtals of Yoga for all; fram nt:M on, because of Tolstoy, Yogism
is a universal concern, a "peasant's" concern. It (Yogism) is the
spirit of Manas, which was at one tiIre nerely the conscic::usness of a
few; but ru::M a. different epoch is upon us: rranki.nd has cane of age,
when Manas will open itself just as the laws of reason are now open
to each and everyone, who studies science: science is accessible to
everyone.

Tolstoy is the spokesman for accessible Wisdan for everyone: he is
the revelation of culture to CC!'le. Having risen, Leo Tolstoy Wimt
before all of Russia into the enonrous expanses of universal light;
leo Tolstoy' 5 departure first fran an already decaying culture, then
fran his very hate, through death into the life of i..ntrortality, is
the greatest and rrost accessible syrrbol.

IIm'ortality has drawn near.

And Tolstoy's voice is the Voice of another world to care. we will
properly encounter It through all our experiences.

NOI'ES

1. Diary (?)

2. Idem.



3. Idem.

4. en Life

5. ldan.

6. Idem.

7. Idem.

8. Di?ry, If p. 231.

9. "On faiths," X!'J, p. 330.

10. liOn religion, Ie XY.

1l. Idem.

12. Dirlry, I, p. 53.
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Masaryk and Tolstoy

Translated by Charles E. ~, Princeton University

'!he following is a translation of a section of Karel Capek's book
Hovory s 'IG1 (Conversations with '!hanas Garrigue Masarykl entitled
"Masaryk a Tolstojll (IIMasaryk and Tolstoy") describing three visits
the first president of the Czechoslovak Republic paid to the great
Russian author, both at his palatial hc::ue in 1-b~ and his famous
estate Yasnaya Polyana. '!be passage is rendered fran Michael Heim,
Zlata Meyerstein, and Dean Worth, Readings in Czech (Slavica Publi
shers, 0C1A Slavic Studies, 13 , Slavica, 1985 l, pp. 58-60 •

Before I looked up Tolstoy I'd had no tirre to learn al:out him
through his readings, as I had Dostoevsky, so I really wanted to get
to !<now' him ~l personally. First I visited him at his palatial
hare outside of l-bSCCM. I rerrerrber as if it were yesterday how he
sh~ Ire his study, unable to conceal a certain pride. It had a
rustic wooden ceiling yoo could touch with your hands, but which had
been put in later under the original, higher ceiling. In this peas
ant roan there was a desk and a ccmfortable leather anrcha.ir and a
couch - things which certainly di.dn r t belong in this rustic c.han'Der.
He had a~ cuckoo clock. \\hi.ch, he boasted, had cost only thirty
five kopecks. He v.elt aramd in a belted peasant "rubashka n shirt
and in shoes he had sewn himself, so you can believe that they were
sewn poorly. He invited Ire for tea into the mtin cl1.aItDer - all
black. velvet, the way hooses of the nobility were at the ti.nE. 'Ibe
countess offered him the usual jam, but he just sucked his tea
through a piece of sugar like a peasant and didn't seem to notice her.
After tea ~ -went oot into the park; we talked about SChopenhauer,
whan Lev Nikolaevich understood only poorly. In the middle of say
ing sCJTet.h.ing he suddenly stopped like a peasant who has reached the
border of his estate and invited me to follON him - in a way which
struck me as forced, phonily primitive and unnatural.

Lev Nikolaevich next invited Ire to Yasnaya Polyana. I rode out
there fran 'l\lla in a "kihitka," a sort of covered 'Nagan. '!he bridge
in front of the village was 50 dilapidated that the horses "-OU.ld
have broken their legs crossing it, 50 ~ had to detour around it.
we got to the nanor hcuse just before noon. '!hey told Ire! that Lev
Nikolaevich was still asleep, because he I d been up all night talking
with Chertkov and his other guests. So to kill t.iIre I went over to
the village. It was dirty and wretched. 'Ihere was a young peasant
\o.Orking in front of one of the huts~ I got into a discussion with
h.:iJ'n and saw Sate kind of a rash under his cpen shirt - syphilis. In
another hovel I saw an old \OT1aI1 working herself to death all alone



on top of a filthy stove. I 'f.€I1t back to Tolstoy's house. A
young man naIlEd Gay had care to see hiln, the son of a painter, a
disciple of Tolstoy .,;ho had gone 50 far in adopting the "sinple
life" that he'd care to visit the author fran, far away on foot
because, apparently, the railroad wasn't peasantly enough for
him. He was 50 infested with lice that he had to bathe and scrub
h.i.rnself down right away. Tolstoy himself told Ire that this man
had drunk fran a syphilitic I s glass in order to hide the repug
nance he felt and not to humiliate the nan. He thought about
this rot not about keeping his own peasants fran getting infec
ted. And when he started to talk about heM ~ ought to adopt
the sinple life, that Y.1e ought to live like peasants and so on,
I asked him: ''Well, what al::xJut your house and salon, those~
chairs and couches? And what about the miserable life of your
peasants? Is that part of the siIrple life? You don It drink, but
you snoke cigarette a£ter cigarette; if you I re going to have ascet
icism, it should be consistent. '!he peasant lives poorly because
he is poor, not to be an ascetic. II And I told him what I had
seen in his village, the di.sheve1Jrent, the diseases, the filth
and all that. "Good God, den' t you see it? A great artist like
you can I t observe that? sewing your own boots, walking instead
of taking the train, it I s all just a waste of t:i.roe; think how
nany gcod things CQ.lld be accanplished in that ti.Ire! II I quoted
him the English proverb "Cleanliness is next to godliness," and
our Czech one "Cleanliness is half of health. n In a "'-Urd., we
didn •t understand each other. 'Il1e Countess was a sensible v.anan;
she didn't like to see Tolstoy foolishly giving everything away,
she was thinking of her children. I can't help it; in this disa
greerrent bebYeen her and Lev Nikolaevich I had to side with her.

My third visit to Tolstoy took place just before his death, in
1910; by then he and his wife had eatpletely broken apart in their
inner life. He was very nervoos and had trooble controlling him
self. At that tine he had a Czech physician, MakovickY, attend
ing to him and the village. MakovickY was utterly devoted to
Tolstoy and his teachings; he kept a piece of graphite behind a
fingernail and used it to write down in a notebook. he had in his
pocket what Lev Nikolaevich said. Sinplicity, live the sinple
life. My God! You can't sol"Ie the problems of the city and the
countryside with sentilrental noralizihg and proclaiming the peas
ant and country CM:ller as a nodel for everything; agriculture
today is being industrialized, too, it can It get along without
machines, and the peasant needs a better education than his fa
ther or grandfather - we still have a lot of incorrect views and
inherited prejudices about all this at hema, too.

'!he thing they argued about nost was non-resistance to evil;
Tolstoy didn It und.erstand that it was not just a matter of vio
lent resistance; it was a stIuggle against evil all along the
line; he didn't see the difference between the defensive and
the offensive. He thought, for instance, that the Tartar invad
ers, if the Russians hadn't resisted them, would have given up
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violence after a little bit of killing. My own tenet was this:
if sareone attacks rre and is going to kill rre, 1'11 defend my
self, and if I absolutely have to, I'll kill rrrj attacker. If
one of us has to be killed, let it be the one with the evil in
tention.



Reviews

A.N. Wilson. Tolstoy. New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1988. *

A.N. Wilson's Tolstoy is a welcare addition to the biographical
literature on Tolstoy. Wilson writes beautifully in the elegant
and witty style of the English essay. He can be a bit arch, and
for that reason I still prefer Maude I s tone, which conveys, without
fawning and without fear of criticizing the It'aster where he deserves
it, the rragical effect produced by genius. Maude had les6 inforna
tion than Wilson, hONever, and Victorian prudery did not allow him
to analyse or even reveal all the inform:ltion available. Wilson is
less thorough than Si.Imons, but he m:tkes better use of the facts he
inparts. He is less rrelodramatic than Troyat, but he tells his
tale with gusto, relishing the twists and tw:ns in the life of as
canplicated a man as ever lived. He is as clever a writer and psy
chologist as Shklovsky, but he is rrore concerned to truly under
stand what rrade Tolstoy tick. than is the Soviet biographer, who, in
the service of the state and his CMn philosophical concerns, can be
arbitrary in his judgrrents. TI1e "biographer" with whan I would can
pare Wilson is in fact Eikhenbaum, who, a£ter '!he YOW1g Tolstoy,
wrote books which mix historical and literary-historical explanations
with speculations about Tolstoy's psychology as a writer.

Other revietNers have praised Wilson's ability to provide histori
cal and social back.ground to Tolstoy's life and 'M:lrks. 'Ibis side of
the book is indeed particularly satisfying to the English-speaking
reader, because Wilson views Rlssian life as an intelligent and in
fomed outsider. Nor is Wilson a MaIxist, and his expianations of
the mixture in Tolstoy of conservatism and radicalism ring true.
Here Wilson~ a great deal to Maude, who brought .E)1glish rrodera
tion to his study of a society where, fran the 18305 on, rrOOerate
becarre a dirty 'M:lrd.

I agree with rwch of Wilson I s presentation of nineteenth century
Russian life, and here as in every other facet of his book. I admire
his ability to present material clearly and vividly. 'lllere is, hew
ever, nuch nore to his book than this. In the first place, Wilson
has given the rrost balanced account I know of Tolstoy I s sexuality.
(On this subject, Wilson's book should be read together with another
Tolstoy, by Pietro Citati (New York, 1986], who cogitates, saretirces
rrurkily arrl saretirnes brilliantly, over the role of Eros in Tolstoy's
art.) Wilson depicts roth Tolstoy's a.1.Irost Balzacian lust and his
equal capacity for sharre and hatred of the flesh. While he does not
explain this carbination, he puts it .in a Russian Orthodox and Victo
rian context and, especially in his analysis of the biographical

1< Editor's note: Fa~ett has just brought out the paperback. version
of this book.
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elerrent in 'nle Kreutzer Sonata, he shows it at work in Tolstoy. He
also fully a:ocurrerits Tolstoy's haroerotic side, beg.inn.ing with Kan
stantin Islav.in and ending with Qlertkov. But Wilson respects Tol
stoy's insistence, in an early diary passage, arout another youth
whan he loved, that, while his love is erotic, he does not desire
intercourse with his l:eloved. Wilson, who CCJYpa.res Tolstoy's harD
erotic love to that celebrated .in Shakespeare's sonnets, goes on to
point out that Tolstoy treasured his feelings for young rren because
of their p.1rity. I think that this is exactly right. Whatever our
materialist age rrakes of such attractions, the idealist Tolstoy,
like N.K. Stankevich, for instance, believed in a distinction be
tween spiritual and physical love, and lived this distinction as
well as writing of it. Wilson I s description of the Tolstoy mar
riage reflects the subtlety of his judgnents atout love and satis
fies both in the (To!stoyan) syrrpathy that he accords both partners
and the (Tolstoyan) judgrrents that he metes out ~ere they are de
served.

Another major thene of the bc:x:lk is Tolstoy r S psychology as a
writer. Here Wilson draws upon his own experience as both novel
ist and critic. He understands Tolstoy I s imagination and displays
its \o.Qrkings with great perspicuity. Like other biographers, he
mines the \o.Qrks for biographical information, and he also advances
novel and fascinating speculations about how Tolstoy carre to write
them. '!his second therre culminates in a theory, reminiscent of
Eikhenbaum but psychological rather than historical or linguistic,
of why the farrous crisis in the late seventies occured. I do not
entirely agree either with this theory or with the interpretations
of .irdividual works that arise fran the biographer I s approach, but
I think. that Wilson, taking this approach, has pinpointed certain
autobiographical eleIrents in the genesis of TolstCT.i' s works that no
one else has seen.

Where Wilson falls down is in his trea1:I'cEnt of Tolstoy I 5 thought.
'll1e Tolstoy W10 entered into eatm.mion with other great minds and
\ot1ose f ictian expresses, am::mg other things, the pattern of his
thoughts is largely absent fran the book. One partial exception to
this is Wilson I s account of Tolstoy I s indirect eatmIDication with
Dostoevsky, in vthich the b,Q writers, while never rreeting, speak. to
each other through their ~rks. EVen here, though, the book empha
sizes the rivalry of the b;o individuals rather than their philosoph
ical agreenents and disagrearents. ~ is the man who sits silent
ly at his desk, reading and thinking? Because Wilson neglects this
Tolstoy, his readings of the fiction cannot do it full justice.

But perhaps this as it should be in a biography. In any case, it
v.uuld be wrong to condann a book as good as this one for not saying
everything, or even every very inportant tiring about its subject.
Wilson tells the story of how a fascinating individual becaIre a great
writer . 'llle result is nust reading for anyone interested in Tolstoy.

Donna Orwin, CREES, University of Toronto
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Martine de Courcel. Tolstoy: 'l11e Ultinate Reconciliation. New
York: SCribner's Sons, 1988. 458 pp.

critical ~rks on Tolstoy appear to classify themselves accord
.i.n<;T to their varying attitudes ta.-Jard "wholeness." was there a
cr~sis and break. in 1881, or is the life a continuity? Are we deal
ing with a hedgehog, a fox, or with the arena where those t~ beasts
stalk each other? Or-in tenns of nore recent Tolstoy scholarship-
do ~ favor the Gustafson or the MJrson pole: Tolstoy's life and
~rk as a spiritual unity, or Tolstoy as champion of 1i£e I s frag
rrent and the unintegrated prosaic detail?

In her new biography, Martine de Courcel takes a strong stand for
wholeness. Tolstoy left Yasnaya Po1yana in 1910, she claims, because
he had at last reconciled himself to the noral correctness and neces
sity of being a writer. '!his thesis is stated authoritatively in the
Introduction: ''What Tolstoy~ humanity was a book: the book. He
could not write it at Yasnaya Polyana and so he left ll N. As docu
rrentation she offers the follCMing hypothesis: " ... in the last rronths
and even the last hours of "his life one can see a pattern analogous
to that which had presided over the working out of each of his novels
and every one of his essays and stories" (5). In the conclusion of
the biography, de Cource1 restates the thesis in ITOre detail. But
this tirre she divides up the "foreshadowings" of literary activity
into four t:eriods: a) an irresistible desire to write; b) a deep pre
occupation with a problem of general concern; c) a craving for read
ing; and d) a chance encounter with an incident or true story (398).

Now, in a man whose written traces fill ninety volumes, and who
never stopped writing, beine.; preoccupied with general problero.s, read
ing, and taking in others 1 stories as grist for his own mill, such
extrerrelY general sequences of "foreshadCMing" cannot be asSUlred to
prove rcuch one way or the other. Thus the reader-and especially the
reader familiar with the basic contours of TOlstoy I s liie--is set up
to expect a -strong argurrent for this "ultimate and unwritten book" in
the body of the biography. Is there anything in these 400 pages to
win us over to a thesis like this, so provocative and yet so ostensibly
thID? "

Unfortunately, very little. The familiar biography is all in place,
with the letters and diaries stitched into it as ~ll as the familiar
nethodological naivete. De Cource1, who has a degree in psychology
fran the Sorbonne, is rrerciful1y restrained in her occasional invoca
tion of "id," "ego" and "superego" structures (see her carrrents on the
"organized" versus the "idealized" ego in Tolstoy, 114, and later on
guilt and love, 395). But her four-stage "foreshadowing" thesis is
inplicitly intorned by psychoanalytic rrodeling, enabling a sort of
"causality by contiguity" that Tolstoy himself WI:JU1d have deplored.
'!his ahistorical approach leads the biographer into all the fanous
pitfalls of the Tolstoy industry. Art and life are mixed indiscrim
inately when analyzing the "essentially autobiographical works ll of
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Tolstoy's early period (44). Un£ortunate rretaphors are selected
for Tolstoy's rrost calculatedly messy ~rks:in the aftentath of
saul l-brson I s Hidden in Plain Vial, for ex.anple, it rrakes one
wince when Mre de eourcel refers to War and Peace as an "enor
rIOlSely carpIex rrachine" (98) in which "every character had to be
set precisely in its orbit, and its course controlled in relation
to the courses of all the others" (103).

'ttle Tolstoy marriage, too, is treated with conventional sensa
tionalism. In contrast to the recent chronicle by Louise Srrolu
chowski (lev and Sonya: '!he StOry of the Tolstoy M:rrriage), de Courcel
does not take Sotya Andreevna at her ~rd-that she rrost often
wrote in her di.ary when she was unhappy and therefore her written
record was bound to be grim and untrue. SO we get the usual spooky
picture of the Tolstoy's sexual life: Sonya as frigid (he's insa
tiable I she I s repelled), ever resentful of her pregnancies, alter
nately fearful about another conception and about abandornrent.
Over fifty years all those fears and feelings did occur, of course,
but de Courcel conflates and generalizes on the written record in
such a way that the no:rnal and vigorous t.:ines are much diroi.nished.
A case in point: Tolstoy's passing desire to re-inlist in the anuy
during the 1863 Polish Uprising uhderstandably caused his wile,
still recovering fran her first confinement, sore anxiety. 'Ihe
event is glossed by Mte de courcel in the following way: "Frcrn
that t.i.rre forward, Sofia never ceased keeping watch on her husband;
it irritated Tolstoy so nuch during the last year of his life that
it was one of the 'imrediate causes' of his leaving heme" (87). On
sate level this might well be true, and the final year was indeed a
disaster. But people in love watch over one another: de Courcel
dOes roth Tolstoys a disservice by presenting the hUsband as always
the trapped anirral, the wife as the pathology.

Perhaps the strengthen her "departure thesis, n de Coorcel portrays
Sofia Andreevna in the final chapter very much as Olertkov and Alex
andra Lvovna saw fit to present her to the world: authentically mad.
All those painfully sane and self-aware passages in SOnya's dUrries
that Louise Srroluchowski cites--rtaking the case that Sonya I s hysteria
was rore a desperate attention-getting stra~ than an illness-are
here passed over. r.tre de courcel stresses rather Tolstoy I 5 renewed
interest in lunatic asylums, linking it with concern for his wife's
condition (346-47). But psychopathology is not confined entirely to
the wife. At several pJints, the biographer suggests (perl1aps again
in preparation for the 'Ideparture thesis") that Tolstoy himself was
sarehow pathological in his desire to write. For ~le, the farrous
sentence fran itA Few Words Apropos of War and Peace, n where Tolstoy
defends his novel as being "what the author wished and nanaged to ex
press in the foon in ...nich it now exists, I' elicits the following
ce::.tl'treI1t: '''Ihis phrase suggests that Tolstoy was in serre way cacpelled
to do this ~rk, which is not a novel, not by a sinple desire to
write, but by a kind of pressure, a sense of obligation" (98). Every
where MIre de Courcel courts the idea of being out of control, driven



by hidden inner scenarios. '!he act of writing, \t.e learn at the end
of the biography, had the therapeutic power of transference for
TOlstoy--although it brooght no cure (393). He had to do it, and
his "reconciliation" with h..imself was his final realization that
having to do it was~: "I keep on writing, n so Tolstoy rruttered
in his fanous, final deathbed delirium, "and it canes tcqether
like rrusic." Is this an "ultimate reconciliation"? MIre de COurcel
is certainly correct that the Il'any eatpU1sions and minor patholo
gies that interNeave with genius are never irrelevant. But her
thesis, tacked on to the top and bottan of her text, does not seem
I;X)tent enough to have ItErited a new biography.

Still, there are sore valuable insights. l-tre de Courcel occa
sionally resists the ve:r::y conflating rroves that her rrethodology so
encourages, as in her refusal to equate Tolstoy r s pagan and panthe
istic 1859 Speech to the Society of Friends of Russian Literature
with the later, rrore ascetic and "negating" position in What is
Art? (99). She adroitly cormects Tolstoy r s apparent awkwardness
in everyday tasks (Sonya's ccmrent that her husband was "always
crude and clumsy" in srrall jobs around the house) with his own
idealization of physical dexterity: "his feeling of inferiority
about it led him to ove.rva.lue m:mual labor, which he invested with
a restorative and redeeming virtue" (161-62). She is right that
'D1e Kreutzer Sonata is not necessarily an anti-feminist tract.
And on occasion her sumning up of Tolstoy (in the writer's own
Y.Clrds) is so excellent an antidote to the Bakhtinian iItage of Tol
stoy as "m::molcgic" that one can only applaud: "If [an artist]
has found everything and Knows everything and teaches or deliber
ately anuses, he produces no effect. Only if he is seeking does
the spectator, the listener, or the reader join with him in his
search" (diary entry for 19 DecentJer 1900; de Courcel, .278).

'!he overarching problem of the "departure thesis" does not,
however go away, and it is hard to justify its central role in
rrotivating the book. "I began this inquiry without prejudgrrent
and without any prepared hypothesis," de COUrcel assures us. "I
set out therefore like an explorer on his track .•. I tun1.ed over
the stones along his path and the words of his books to see if a
hidden answer was not to be fOlll1d there .•.. It was only at the
end of this painstaking work that a flight over the excavation
revealed its structure, rather as the plan of a buried city shows
up rrore clearly in photographs taken fran the air" (5).

But a "photegraph fran the air" \o.OUld never be Tolstoy's van
tage point, and-diaries kept in the toe of one's boot notwith
standing-there is a.1..ITOst not.hing "hidden" in the TOlstoy life.
No special reconciliation (or, for that matter, no catastrophic
alienation) is necessary to legitimize Tolstoy I S departure fran
Yasnaya Polyana in 1910. Rather than presurre a great unwritten
book, is not a rrore prosaic explanation likely? 8aiething, per
haps, rrore in keeping with the secret admiration for R.lssia' 5
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holy fools that Tolstoy once expressed to Strakhov: "If I ~e alone
I ~d not be a nonk, I ~d be a yurodivy, that is, I ~d not
value anything and would not do anybody any ham" (137). By 1910,
too nuch of Tolstoy was caught up in a war over Who owned and valued
what, and to those he loved he was doing too m.JCh hann. In fact,
there was sirrply too nuch of everything in the Tolstoy household:
too nuch fane, too mlch rroney, too rruch talent, too rrany children,
too rrany guests, too many ~rds. It is certainly true that a surfeit
of prosaic things does not make for the spectacular and ~l-focused

biography. &It surfeit is exactly what Tolstoy generated, and what
he came in his final years to fear. It is hard to assurre, as Mre de
Courcel does, that Tolstoy escaped only to take on ITOre words. If
anything, it was probably a flight €!'!'IpClWered by a fantasy along the
lines of Father sergius: after trying everyth.i.ng else, lose your
passport and go on living, but no one knows where. As Gary Saul
r.Drson has p:>inted out in connection with Anna Ka.renina, a certain
side of Tolstoy always understood plot "as an index of error" ('ISJ,
vol. 1, 1988, 5). Tolstoy escaping his family of forty-eight years
to write his great book. is a very big plot.

caryl Drerson, Princeton University

Leo Tolstoy's 'War and Peace I. lot:xlern Critical Interpretations.
Ed. and with an Introduction by Harold Bloan. New York:
Chelsea House, 1988. 144 pp.

Leo Tolstoy's I War and Peace I is one of over a hundred collections
of critical essays on ITajor works of western literature that Chelsea
House is preparing under the editorial supervision of Harold Bloom.
The laudable intention behind this massive undertaking is to help the
rrcdern student of literature who is~ these days by the
sheer I critical lTaSS'. 'Ihe seven essays - all published previously
be~ 1966 and 1983 - selected for this volume are by: John Bayley,
Robert L. Jackson, W. Gareth Jones, Edward Wasiolek, Patricia carden,
and Martin Price. All of than are well-written and explore such i.m
p:>rtant questions as: Tolstoy's powers of representation, the dialec
tic of freedan and necessity, multiple narratives, memJry, rroral vi
sion, and the place of theory in TolstoY I s novel. Along with the
essays the editor has provided a brief introduction, a chronology of
'Iblstoy's life and literary career, a bibliography, and an index.

Despite the pra.iseworthy intentions, there are serious flaws in
this anthology. '!he nuddled introduction by Professor Blean is a
clear signal that this project was put 'tcqether carelessly and in
great haste. Vbile the essays themselves are interesting and ~ll

~rth the reading - or re-reading - they have been shorn of their
original footnotes and even of page or section references to War and
Peace. 'Ih.i.s can hardly have been done over concern about space, since
at rrost, the references ~d have added ten pages to this slim volurre.
Scholarly essays, one thought, are neant to lead the reader back. into
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Robert L. Jackson, W. Gareth Jones, Edward Wasiolek, Patricia carden,
and Martin Price. All of than are well-written and explore such i.m
p:>rtant questions as: Tolstoy's powers of representation, the dialec
tic of freedan and necessity, multiple narratives, memJry, rroral vi
sion, and the place of theory in TolstoY I s novel. Along with the
essays the editor has provided a brief introduction, a chronology of
'Iblstoy's life and literary career, a bibliography, and an index.

Despite the pra.iseworthy intentions, there are serious flaws in
this anthology. '!he nuddled introduction by Professor Blean is a
clear signal that this project was put 'tcqether carelessly and in
great haste. Vbile the essays themselves are interesting and ~ll

~rth the reading - or re-reading - they have been shorn of their
original footnotes and even of page or section references to War and
Peace. 'Ih.i.s can hardly have been done over concern about space, since
at rrost, the references ~d have added ten pages to this slim volurre.
Scholarly essays, one thought, are neant to lead the reader back. into



the text as ~ll as on to other criticism, all of which is rendered
inpossible when the references are remJVed. or, are we rreant to take
these lrrodern critical interpretations' at face value, ~itica]ly?

sane additional examples of the exciting recent \\Qrk on war and
Peace - by Gary Saul MJrson, Richard Gustafson, and Donna Orwin, to
nane but a few - ~d have also been 'lNelcare. '!he minimalist bi.l:r
liography pales in canparison to Munir sendich' s sixty-page-long
list of y;ork on War and Peace that was published in '!he Russian lan
guage Journal .in 1987 (the existence of which is not even rrentioned
in the volume under review) .

'l11.e editor and publisher of this series need to decide what audi
ence they have in mind; whatever the audience, whether undergraduate
or senior scholar, the essays rrust be published intact. An attenpt
should be made to include recent criticism, and, finally, there
should be an introduction that represents rrore than a brief session
at the v.urd-processor. Even the Sterling Professor of the Humanities
at Yale owes Tolstoy and his literary colleagues rrore than that.

Kathleen p~, University of Rochester

A.K. ZholkoYsky: Two Articles

"Lev Tolstoi i Mikhail Zoshchenko kak. zerkalo i zazerkal' e
russkoi revolutsii. U Si'1taksis, 16 (l986): 103-128.

U'Ihree on Courtship, Corpses, and Q1lture; TOlstoj, 'Posle bala' 
Zoshchenko, 'Dana s evetami' - E. Ginzburg, 'Rai pod rni.kroskopcrn' . ,.
Wiener Slawistischer Almanakh, 22 (1988): 7-24.

These tw:J articles cover a lot of ground, fran textual analysis
of particular \\Qrks to a capsule history of Russian literature and
culture. What unifies the articles, individually and taken together
is their author I s structuralist approach. Professor Zholkovsky
takes the trouble to explain his nethodology, and even those who do
not share tile philosophy that underlies it can learn fran his appli
cation of it both to texts and to cult:ure.

The basic division that Zholkovsky explores in both articles is
that betv.e;n nature and culture, or convention. Applying the insights
of V.B. Shklovskii, to whose rranary he dedicates the earlier of
these pieces, he explores Tolstoy's attack. on convention as it mani
fests itself in ostranenie and in the deliberately awkward speech
of certain Tolstoy characters. He places this attack in an histori
cal-philosophical context that goes back to Rousseau, and he also
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notes its contribution to the Russian Revolution. To the extent
that Tolstoy dedicated himself to the destruction of the conventions
which supported prerevolutionary Russian. society, he is indeed, says
Zholkovsky, the revolutionary IiCUjik that Lenin saw in him. A scene
like Natasha' s perception of the opera, for instance, which seems to
iiake a noral point only, ultimately has enonrous political consequences.

'Ihe revolution replaced tsarist "culture" with "nature, II which in
in turn gave rise to the conventions of Soviet society. Without de
nying Tolstoy I S contribution to this new reality (and especially to
Socialist Realism), Zholkovsky reminds dissident Soviet intellectuals
who reject Tolstoy that the great man had many sides. Lenin's aristo
cratic rroujik was also a Olristian preacher of non-resistance. Having
sounded this rarely heard note of rcoderation in the debate arrong SCr
viets over Tolstoy's legacy, Zho1.kovsky goes on to draw "structural"
and "historical" parallels between him and Soviet writers, chiefly
but not exclusively Zoshchenko. He makes and illustrates a neat
point. Soviet writers use ostranenie to criticize the vulgarity and
even brutality (Ginzburg) of primitive or "natural" elements of S0
viet society which rray ~ sorrething to Tolstoy. Zoshchenko, direct
ly influenced by Nietzsche, seems to reject prerevolutionary values
without ercbracing the new reality. For aligakov and E. Ginzburg, cul
ture replaces nature as an ideal.

What rrakes these articles so fascinating, and vmat a review cannot,
of course, reproduce, is the rich context in which Zholkovsky places
them. Around every FOint cluster reflections from Russian history or
philosophy or even Structuralism. '!he reader may not swallow all of
what Zholkovsky says, but he wtll certainly find food for thought in
these t:v.Q articles.

Both articles, but especially the second one, contain analyses of
Soviet works by which Zholkovsky illustrates their differences and
similarities to one another and to Tolstoy on the issue of nature vs.
culture. Zholkovsky's later article starts out with a detailed and
original analysis of "Posle bala" which will be of particular interest
to readers of this journal. Here too, in Zholkovsky's opinion, the
dichotarJy of nature and culture is at work, with nature in the second
half of the story (as revealed in the suffering Tartar's l::x:x:1y) under
mining the "cultural" love of the narrator for the general's daughter
at the ball. TIle society which provides the congenial setting for the
narrator I s love at the ball reveals its dark side at the flogging,
\aihere its laws forbid any freedcm - the Tartar is being punished for
desertion - or compassion for the prisoner. '!he conventionality of
the narrator I s love for Varenka is signified by his deLiberate denial
of her (and his) corporeality, while the flogging corrects this ideal
ism by forcing the narrator to contemplate a suffering body. &Jt,
according to Zholkovsky, the story is a IIsoft-sell" : "the narrator
susp:nds general judgerrent about good and evil, rraking only a person
al choice and sarewhat naively concluding that the colonel might knaw
sarething that would justi£y the cruelty" (10). Zholkovsky shows hCM



"the Tartar ftmctions as Varenka I 5 counterpart (and] the scene em
blemizes the replacercent of societal love with love for a suffer
ing Qrrist" (11). So the closure "reintegrates," that is, redeems,
the narrator's ideal love. Zholkovsky renarks in a footnote (19)
that neither Tolstoy nor his narrator seem to have retUITled to
"nature" at all: "although [the Tartar's body is] physically bared,
semiotically it is clothed in cultural garb - that of the Qrrist:Lm
myth. Like Pierre, Tolstoj (and certainly his hero in the story)
seems doared forever to rend the 'bronze ganrents' of convention
after convention only to accept each subsequent painted rratreshka
doll as the absolutely natural one" (19).

Zholkovsky has prospected in the ralgh and little knCMn territory
of Tolstoy I s late fiction and he has struck. it rich. In "Fosle
bala" he has uncovered a dark little gem which sparkles in the set
ting his reading provides for it. I would dispute this reading
only at ~ points. I agree that the narrator of the story seems
indecisive in judgenent if not in action. Tolstoy, however, care
fully distances himself fran this narrator. He signs and dates his
work. in historical tine and place (Yasnaya Polyana, 20 August 1903);
and he or his first person surrogate hears the anecdote rather than
relating it h.i.rnself. ('Ihe structure of the story suggests a 'l\lrgenev
novella, and it nay be that Tolstoy intends it as, anong other
things, a sarewhat synpathetic parody of 'I\1rgenev.) 'Ihe narrator
seems to have spent his life as a private philanthropist, and the
writer (not the narrator) condemns the society whose cruelty re
pelled such a fine yooth. I also think that the distinction be~
nature and culture as it unfolds in Zholkovsky' s reading does not
do justice to Tolstoy's intention. 'l1le love which the youth feels
for Varenka is not rrerely conventional. It "freed up all the capac
ity for love hidden in my soul. At that m:::rrent r errbraced the whole
v,Qrld with my love." At the ball, in deference to young love,. the
general is willing to break rules at crucial rtarents (as when he
delivers his daughter to the narrator for a dance out of. tum). Not
the nakedness of the Tartar' s body, but the general's unveiled cru
elty destroys the narrator's love for Varenka. Zholkovsky is
right to ccmpare the flogging to a rape: Tolstoy believed that sex
ual lust and the lust for~ which stands revealed at the flog
ging as the true farce behind society I 5 rules have a ccmrcn source
in our animal natures. After what he has seen, the narrator inter
prets the joyful smiles and Vitality of both the general and his
daughter as carnal and, a..lnost in spite if himself, he turns against
them and the society they represent. 'lhe audience to whan the nar
rator tells his story equates love and sex (siJtple nature), and
against this attitude the narrator describes "real, tI that is, ideal
love. It returns at the story's end because, as Zholkovsky observes,
it finds its true object in a "suffering Christ." SO Tolstoy de
fended the fundaItEntal mysteriousness of the ~rld against the na
terialism which dominated in his day as it does nCM. Perhaps the
structural approach to literature, which, as Zholkovsky infonns us,
~5 so nuch to relativism chan'pioned by Nietzsche, cannot take se
rioo.sly the idealism which the later Tolstoy opposes alike to rrere
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1brther that ideal iRD deserves se.riws CD1Sideratia1 is a questia\
which a reader might pmder after he has fully underBtcod Tolstoy'a
~ in "Posle ba..la" and other stories. Zho1kaY8ky has pointed
the wtrj toward such an understanding. Both the reading' of "Posle
bala- and ZhoJ,J(ovsky's refiectia1s on 'l'Olstc7:f'. place in Rlssian lit
erature and culture are valuable cantriJ:Jut.iaul to Tolstoy scholarahip.

Dc:rula Orwin, ~, lhiveraity of Tora1tD

Peter 01f Mrlller, Postlude to the Kreutzer Sonata. ~stoj am the
aebate on sexual~in ¥sian literature Of the 19905. Tran8.
fi'tiII &ni8h by JOhi'i • IAllden: E.J. Brill, 1988.

Because of its semi-por:x:lgTaph.i nature, the xntutzer Sonata had •
unique receptial in amBia, becaning siItultaneou.1y the fIi'st exavple
of both samizdat and tamimat literature. '1he -lex question" of the
late 19th century manifested itself in erotici..- and decadence in~
arts, azxl in evol~ soci.o-pJlitical attit1D!s en -.men.,s liberatian.
including' a radical rejectial of marriage by thinkers and autlx>n ..
dltferent as Hardy, Ibsetti and Tolstoy. 'D1e particuJar value of thU
study, which takes as ita st:art:in; point the social and literazy m-
spawe to the Kreutzer sc:mata, is its carprebenaive, thrcughly cJoo ..
t8i and generOUSly illustrated narrative of tl1e sh1ft in p.1blic atti
tuCes provoked by '1t)lstoy' s attack on ramntic low and marriage. .

Essentially a receptial study, this l:xJok traces the iJzpact of the
Xreutzer Sonata on the RlSSian intelligentsia frail the private arena
of sofja Tolstj"a 1 s repressed hostility am mlbivalence while tran8eri
bini; the manuscript am wrestling with the oenscnhip to the general
sheck aId pe.rt:url:)atia\ of the p.Jblic. 'n'1e auUence :rupa1Se is .,.
lltxUble in this l:Jock thrcu;h substantial quotatims fran Tolstoy'. W
lumino.Js correspondence at the topic, and tl'1rcu9h detailed descriptiaaa
of the qatherinjs where the manuscript was privately read, diw;t.m.m,
transcribed and circulated.

On one ootable occasial, TOlstoy himself read the~ 8a'ata
aloud to a select group of friends, rot only after the w:znen hid biin
asKed to leave the roan! \IIU.le gender caulideratiaw do not aDt1vate
this stu:iy (totill.er states in the Int.roduct.ia1 that IIzay book is not
abc:ut sexual ltOrality"), these issues are unavoidable V1en explor1nq
readers' responses. z.wuer ac::lax:Mledqes, for exBIlPle, the difference
in ZlIIle and female responses to the "sexnal quest.ial- in qenm:al and to
the Kreutzer Sonata in particular. His survey of ~ letters~
receIvea: suggests that, al the Wlole,~ readen respor1ded to tJw
work JlDre favorably than nen, and expressed greater CJCnCem aver the
prc:i)lem of sexual IrCBlity, a gender-based sensitivity Tolstoy hin-lf
acknowl~ in his diaries and letters.



M;Jller identifies three trends in the turn of the century debate
on sexual rrorality: the "norality of the 18605," the "glove" rrorality
(so narred after Bjl2lrnstjerne Bj~rnsonI splay A Glove, which attacked
the sexual double standard), and Christian sexual norality, the lat
ter problerra.tized by a dispute over clerical readings of Scripture.
'nle continuing debate in Russian letters is addressed both as an
echo of the Tolstoyan controversy and as an aspect of Symbolist
thought on marriage, sexuality, and the body in the writings of so
loviev, Gippius, r-Erezhkovsky, and PDzanov. A unique feature of the
study is the author's familiarity with Scandinavian debates on sexual
rrorality which influenced and were influenced by Russian sources.

In the opening chapters, ~ller establishes the thenatics of the
Kreutzer Sonata as treated in a literary style consistent with Tol
stoy's emergent aesthetic theory. Mi"ller thus establishes a unity
in pre- and post-conversion Tolstoyan aesthetics, but has then to
account for the radical shift in Tolstoy I s attitudes on the "v.aren
question" fran the conservative views he expressed in his essays of
the 80s ("an ideal v.orran ""Juld not say it was enough after Tho, or
after 20 births," ~t, '!he, Must l"e Do?) to the apparent affinities
with radical feminism projected in the Kreutzer Sonata. ~ller con
vincingly argues that the Kreutzer Sonata served as a vehicle for the
personal clarification of these issues in Tolstoyan thought, although
he is careful to sustain the reader I s awareness of the ironic dis
tance between pozdnyshev' s narrative and Tolstoy's authorship. Draw
ing on various staterrents fran Tolstoy's letters and diaries, M:Jller
solicits greater recognition of Tolstoy's belief in sexual conti
nence, an aspect of Tolstoyanism that has frequently been downplayed
in the criticism as an ec~ntricity.

'Ihe second and third chapters outline the history of censorship
and the illegal dissemination of the tale, a narrative that allows
M:Jl1er to introduce Sofja Andreevna in her role as editor of the col
lected works (the Kreutzer SOnata was to have appeared ID volurre 13)
and as a player in the drama of marital friction which unquestionably
contributed to Tolstoy's attitudes on marriage. One of the rrost in
triguing aspects of this study is the chapter on the "counter litera
ture, 11 where 112lller describes Sofja Andreevna' s own version of the
Kreutzer sonata, "Who is to BlanE?" which, to;rether with her son
Lev's version, "Chopin's Prelude," m.urber the first two v.Qrks of the
"counter-literature. n Other exarrples include a variety of polemical
re-writings of the Kreutzer sonata fran various points of view, for
exanple: "'Ibe Violinist· 5 Kreutzer Sonata. Trukachevsky I 5 Notes" and
"Her Kreutzer sonata. Frem Mrs. Pozdnyshev's Diary" roth supply the
missing voices of Pozdnyshev' s narrative. More serious responses
cane fran the pens of I.eskov and, of course, Chekhov, whose writings
on the problem of the relations bebYeen the sexes receive an entire
chapter in ~ller' s study.

'lhe central chapters on the debate over sexual rrorality in the
context of the Kreutzer SOnata are the heart of the bcok. ~ller

proposes that Tolstoy I s role in the debate was that of liberator-
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provocateur: subjects which ~e previously taboo nON became legiti
rrate topics of discussion which could be debated in mixed canpany.
Despite the fact of the official suppression of the tale because of
its pornographic nature, rrost members of the intelligentsia becarre
acquainted with the contents of the tale through the attacks levelled
against it; one such unintentionally revealing critique carne fran the
clergyman, Nikanor, who voiced the Church I s concern that Tolstoy had
misunderstood Christian doctrine, and quoted "the wrong Biblical pi3.s
sages." Because of the questions raised in the debate abalt Russian
OrthOOox interpretations of Christ r s teaching on love and rrarriage,
the debate continued to be meaningful in Symbolist thought of the
following decade. .Furtherrrore, the decadent celebration of the l::xJdy
can be read as a direct reaction against Tolstoyan asceticism.

'!he three concluding chapters form a separate section of the book
on the place of love, the body, and sexuality in Syrobolist thought.
'!his topic could occupy an entire book in its own right, and if there
is a \\eakness in ~ller r s study, it is the confinement of what could
be said about Syrrbolist views on the body and sexuality to observa
tions resonant to the Kreutzer Sonata. '!he weakest of the three
chapters is the discussion of Gippius, which never rises beyond plot
SUIIll'aries and the citation of her fanous line, "1 want that which is
not in this world." Despite the COJ'lplexity of Gippius' ceuvre and
the ~th of biographical and docurrentary rraterials on the proolem
of beauty and the bcxly for Gippius, M;1l1er unaccountably argues, "it
was rrore Merezhkovsky I s province to ponder where beauty and the love
of life had disappeared during the course of history. /I '!be section
on Merezhkovsky which follows pays ample tribute to the critic's
distinction between "flesh" and "spiI.-it" and is, in every way, an
exemplary discussion of aesthetics in theory and practice. While
it is true that Merezhkovsky penned rrore works directed at the "sex
ual question" ("our new question above all others") and Toistoyan
asceticism, ~ler's skill at utilizing docurrentary genres and belles
lettres failed him in the case of Gippius. Briusov is similarly con
densed into a three-page discussion.

fue chapter on Soloviev rightly introduces philosophical sources
fran Plato to Gnosticism to explicate Soloviev's views of love. Yet,
surely these sources 'f.lere in'portant for Tolstoy as well? 'Ihe philo
sophical contextualization of Soloviev' 5 principles of the Eternal
Feminine alert the reader to an absence of an enriched discussion of
these problems throughout the book. Ult..iIYately, the pairing of Solo
viev with Tolstoy in this chapter reduces the canplexity of Tolstoy's
views to the ideas in the Kreutzer Sonata 'as a solitary response to
the New Testa.rrent; thus Tolstoy' 5 thought is deprived of the philo
sophical context which ~ller reserves exclusively for SOloviev.

'Il1e concluding chapter on Rozanov surnnarizes his belie£ in "lin
rrortality in genitalibus" in a surprisingly uncritical fashion.
While it is fascinating to observe the late nineteenth century turn
t:.o'Nard asceticism and the decadent return to a celebration of the b0
dy, the inplications of an evolving rrorality in a secularized, pre-



Pevolutionary culture are only hinted at by l'Dller: II [this) therre
arises as a protest against the Kreutzer Sonata and its doctrine
of chastity [and] continues into a period in which the raising of
sexual IlDrality was not nearly as topical as the question of sexu
al liberation without any kind of religious justification."

With the exception of the final chapters, M,'Iller' s study is an
exenplary account of a unique case in literary reception. '!his is
truly an illustrated history of the Kreutzer Sonata: the book is
generously illustrated with reproductions of rare photographs and
paintings, for example, one of M:isiutin r s unpublished ~lock
illustrations for tile Kreutzer Sonata; cartoons referring to the
debate, such as the dialogue at the piano: "Play the Kreutzer So
nata for tre." "No, wait! We r re not even married yet!" TI1e trans
lation is graceful for the rrost part, but the translator apparent
ly does not know ~ssian and did not bother to familiarize himself
with .standard English translations of Russian \YOrks. 'The double
inderm..ity of a twice-translated title resulted in such infelici
tous renderings as '~Vhy do People Drug '!heir senses?" or "What
Should We '!hen Do?" rather than the rrore usual ''Why Do People
Stupify Themselves" or ''What, the, Must We D:J?" '!he translation
worsens prcgressively with the greatest proportion of howlers and
nan-gramratical expressions in the final chapters.

Despite its deceptively na.rrc:M focus, M;zlller I s study deftly a
voids rrost of the traps of literary historical accounts. It a
chieves an exemplary balance of evocative detail, literary criti
cism and intellec:tual history.

Amy Mandelker, City university of New York Graduate Center

Forthcoming
Michael Katz (University of 'lExas, Austin) has sent word that he is
editing a Norton Critical Edition of Tolstoy's Short Fiction, and
he has supplied the following Table of Contents:

Preface

THE TEXTS; sevastC1fXJl in December
sevastoFQl in May
'nlree Deaths
Family Happiness
GOO sees the Truth,But waits
'Ihe Death of Ivan Ilych
'rtle 'nrree Hermits
The Kreutzer sonata
Master and Man
Alyosha the Pot
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BACKGROUNDS AND 5CX.JR:ES: A History of Yesterday (1851)
'!he Merroirs of a Ma.drtan (lBB4)
Diary for 1855
Selected Letters 1858-1895

The CRITICISM section includes essays by: Henry Gifford, Gary Saul
~rsan, caryl Enerson, N.G. Olernyshevsky, Boris Eikhenbaum, M.ikha.i.J.
Bakhtin, Renato Poggioli, Kathleen Parthe, Jolm Bayley, Y. T. Dayanada,
Vladimir Na1::xJkov, Dorothy Green,Stephen Baehr, N.R. Mikhailovsky,
Richard Gustafson, Elizabeth Trahan, Grry R. Jahn, and Donald Barthelroe.
'!here will also be a O1ronology of Tolstoy I s Life and WOrk and a Selec
ted Bibliography.

Fran the University of California Press we. received an anthology of
articles on Tolstoy edited by Hugh t-t:Lean called In '!he Shade of the
Giant. We received this volume too late to include a review in this
issue but, because it looks so interesting, we. will give the readers of
this jOllnla.1 a preview of the book's contents by quoting fran the pulr
lisher: "John Weeks analyzes the sound syrrbolism in Andrei Bolkonsky I s
death in war and Peace. Concentrating on Anna Karenina, Andrew Wachtel
discerns a death-and-resurrection subtext; Irina Gutkin explores Tol
stoy I s use of Platonism; Joan GrosSlT6l1 traces the echoes of the nine
teenth-century 'society tale'; and Hugh~ focuses on ambiguities
in the relationship be~ real-life rrodels and fictional episodes in
the novel. Rounding out the collection, John Kopper focuses on a series
of sexual linkages in Tolstoy' 5 late fiction, and Ruth Rischin examines
the reverberations of It1..lsic in Tolstoy's wons."



The State of the Art
RE-READING TOLS'KlY: NEW DIRB:TIOOS m 'IOLS'I'OY SCHOIARSHIP

lmrj Mandelker, CUNY Graduate center

'!be act of re-reading may follow an earlier mis-reading or
missed reading; it may be notivated by the need to re-evaluate,
re-appraise, or re-habilitate what 'Was read, or perhaps not read.
'lhe carpulsion to repeat a textual experience could be interpreted
by psychoanalytically oriented critics as the desire to canplete a
tIansferential mastery over rreaning. Feminist and deconstruction
ist criticism demands re-reading in order to expose the indeteJ::rnin
acy of rreaning, to recognize the unconsciously daninant ideology
which informed and de£onred previous readings, no matter how c0

gently objective and analytical critical procedures may have seE!'Ted
within a prior context. '!he irrpulse to re-read may, finally, re
flect a change in perceptions, in experience, and in the practice
of the art of rending itself.

we re-read certain works eveIY serrester within the contexts of
various curricular configurations; 'we experience the sensation of
re-reading when our students express their own, unique, often naive
reading experiences. 'l11e value of re-reading may, in this sense,
be the generation of new insights, silni.lar to those produced by the
literary technique of estrangerrent (ostranenie). '!he sensation of
renewed perception created by distancing readings over tiIre thus
resanbles the novelty of experiencing readings from an "other"
position or ~spective.

'n1ere is no need. to elarorate on the continuous process of the
re-evaluation of literary works over t.inE as different rrod.es or
1TOVE!St'ents are valorized by the academy, and the canon of a literary
tradition is challenged or reconstituted. As a result of socio-cul
tura.l trends or curricular needs, previously over-looked or rrarginal
ized authors are prcxroted to new positions of praninence, while the
"greats" may suddenly be dethroned, their rep..1tation downplayed as
over-rated. Trends in literary canani.zation are apt to reflect
shifts in critical theory; or, as Hartmann has observed, the opposite
is also the case: "every literary theory is based on the experience
of a limited canon or generalized strongly fran a particular textl
milieu. "I An exanple of this principle is the interconnection be
bEen the historical avant-gardes of EUrope and Russia and their aca
demic confreres, the Fonralists and New critics v.ho privileged avant
garde artistic praxis in their critical fornulations.
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To recognize the historicity of evaluation in the hurranities, we
nust also take note of the influence of successive generations of
scholars within institutions and schools: the adoption of innovative
theoretical and critical imperatives often signals the arrival of a
neH generation of scholars within the academy. SUch a change in
generations is indeed perceptible anong recent Ph.D.s in Slavic Lan
guages and Literatures who received their education in the 19805.
Foz:mal training in rrodem languages, linguistics and crnpa.rative
literature during this decade was daninated by Structuralist proce
dure, yet, silYultaneously, the United States was banbarded by a se
ries of European, especially French, post-Structuralist critical
noverrents. '!he experience of this generation had not been vocalized;
but to have been trained in the empiricist rrethodologies of linguis
tic poetics, close readings and Structuralist, grannarian or narra
tological approaches lIirrloors" (inside the classroom) was insuffi
cient insulation against the theoretical tw:Iroil one could hear rag
ing "outdoors": the post-Structuralist deconstJ:uction of any empiri
cist procedure and the skepticism of any CClI'Il'mJnicative endeavor.

Since Slavic studies are canparatively recent areas of specializa
tion in the west, dating fran the early 19505, it is not surprising
that the field as a whole should experience dynamic shifts in focus
and concerns, a turOOlence which is augnented by the unique socio
political and ideological ccrnplexities of Russian and Soviet culture.
Without adhering to a strict Kl.Jhnsian interpretation, one may note a
definite transition be~ the path-breaking and foundation-laying
of the first generations of Westerrl Slavists, and the theoretical ex
plorations of nore recent generations.

These new generations have alr~dy had an iltpact on Slavic scholar
ship: in the choice of the Silver Aqe as the leading area of special
ization; in an increased appreciation for literary works which invite
ccrcplex literary analysis, and, finally, in the area which will concern
us here, the re-reacling, or re-evaluating of those rrajor authors and
texts Yklich fonn the core canon of Russian literary history. Of these
It'ajor figures, Tolstoy has been the mst securely canonized in the west,
and, paradoxically, was, until recently, the least studied major figure
in Russian literature. Fe-reading Tolstoy fran a variety of new criti
cal and theoretical perspectives pranises to liberate the literary
giant fran his pedestal.

nus article will review sare of the 'NOrks in press or in progress
on Tolstoy by Slavists who received their Ph.D.s in the 19805 and whose
work is inspired by recent developrents in critical theory and practise.
several different rrethodological .and theoretical approaches to Tolstoy
are represented in the work of the scholars discussed here: New Criti
cal close reading and mythological criticism; narratological investiga
tions; carpa.rative approaches with theoretical implications for the
poetics of transmission, translation, influence and intertextuality ;
semiotic investigations; and post-Structuralism in its various avatars:
Derridean deconstruction; feminist, or gender criticism: and socia-criti
cism. None of the scholars whose \o,Q!"k is discussed here can be said to



rrechani.stically institute critical practises, rather, in the best
spirit of contemporary criticisms, each pursues a selectively eclec
tic i or pluralist approach, with the creative freedan of brico1age.
As a result, their work avoids the automatic recitation of jargon
and is not .i.ITbedded or imprisoned within theoretical doctrine.

Even fran the now traditional perspective of the New Criticism,
a critical strategy which privileges texts ~lifying self-re
flexivity and unity of purpose, Tolstoy'S art has been Perceived as
"Life, not Art"2, a dism.issive categorization of his rnasterstvo
which places it beyond the realm of critical analysis. "'n1ere are
tirres," wrote Lionel Trilling, "When the literary critic can do
nothing rrore than point, and Anna Karenina presents him with an 0c

casion when his critical function is reduced to this primitive ac
tivity. ,,3

It ~d seem that the picture drawn by Philip Rahv in his 1946
essay, "'lhe Green Twig and the Black Trunk," has conditioned rrany
critics I readings of Tolstoy: "Tolstoy is the exact opposite of
those writers, typical of the rcodern age, whose \'tOns are to be
understood only in tenns of their creative strategies and design ..
•. ToIS~ was the least self-conscious in his use of the literary
Iredi.um. n In part this view ITB.lSt be attributed to the Western
bias that barbarizes Tolstoy and Dostoevsky as crude Russians and
"natural" \IDtutored talents. Dostoevskian iconography offers a
portrait of the frenetic writer and tortured epileptic gripped by
poetic madness, racing against publishing deadlines and gantlling
debts; conversely, the legend of Tolstoy poses him barefoot and
clad in a peasant shirt, a writer ....nose works were cleaved fran
life with one mighty blow by the Creator. As Nabokov mythologized
Tolstoy in his poem:

Yet there remains
one thi..ng ~ sinplY cannot reconstIuct,
no rratter how ~ poke, arned with our notepads,
just like reporters at a fire, around
his soul. It 1 s to a certain secret throbbing
the essence--that our access is denied.
'!he mystery is a1.m:>st superhurran!
I mean the nights on which Tolstoy crnposed;
I rrean the miracle, the hurricane
of ilrages flying across the inky
expanse of sky in that hour of creation,
that hour of incarnation••..For , the people
born on those nights VJere real.... 151

'I1ti.s mythic view of an Olympian Tolstoy, the conflation of Tolstoy
and God, pictured by Gorky as "t\\O bears in a den," siIcultaneously
inspires a~, and arouses the reader 1 s resentment at textual nani
pulations which entrap hiro/her in noral structures which seem to
dertand a virtuous or virtuoso criticism.
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'Ihree recent publication events have been largely responsible for
revising this critical view and for revitalizing scholarly interest
in Tolstoy. First, the reappraisal of Bakhtin' 5 scharatic classifi
cation of Tolstoy as the m::>nologic author and textual authority, cast
always as Dostoevsky'S""other" or foil, was successfully challenged
in a series of articles by r-t:>rson (1981) I Shukrran (1984), and E)rer

son (1985).6 Morson's seminal inv~tigation and proposals for elab
orating a "poetics of didacticism" revised our resentItent against
Tolstoy r s authorial voice by re-adjusting our reading of that voice
as textual strategy rather than doctrinaire lecturing.

second, Gustafson's synoptic and synthesizing study, Leo Tolstoy.
Resident and Stranger (1986) queried the traditional perception of
Tolstoy's oeuvre as cataclysmically divided between his pre- and
post-conversion phases. l'tEthodologically, Gust..a£son 1 s incisive and
probing close readings of key passages in the major prose fiction
renewed possibilities for reading rretaphor and imagery in Tolstoy as
expressions of his "emblematic realism". Gustafson's subtle exege
sis and recognition of Tolstoy's fonnal craftsrranship is a type of
analysis found all too infrequently in the work of other scholars.
Anong those who have contributed close linguistic and structural
readings of Tolstoy's prose ~rks, studies by Parth~, Jahn, and
Jackson have been influential. 9

Finally, MJrson's Hidden in Plain View. Narrative and Creative p0

tentials in 'War and Peace' (1987) 10 reworked the Fomalist concep
tion of Tolstoy as re-writing western narrative nodels. Morson r s
book creates a new vision of Tolstoy as deconstructionist, a shatter
er of systems, a skeptic of "semiotic totalitarianisn", who saw in
the hunan predisposition to rretalepsis, the irrpossibility of an ac
curate or ultimate inscription or narration.

'!he rrorn.ments of recent Tolstoy scholarship briefly surveyed above
have relocated our reading of Tolstoy within contenporary critical and
theoretical concerns. In the past decade, these concerns in literary
scholarship have becare rrore intimately engaged with problems of epis
tem::>logy and philosophy and the awareness of narrativity as one par
ticular instance of a problenatized, logocentric discourse.

John Kopp:r addresses precisely the issue of Tolstoy's concerns
with the construction of narrative in his forthcani.ng study of "Tolstoy
and the Nazrative of sex: A Reading of 'Father Sergius I, I '!be Devil I

and 'The Kreutzer Sonata'. ,,11 Beginning with Lotm3.n ' s definition of
what constitutes an "event" in narrative,12 Kopper suggests that Tol
stoy continually challenged himself by posing increasingly difficult
problems in catpOsition, setting himself the task of creating a satis
factory narrative fran unpromising narrative propositions. Kopper
sunrrarizes his ~k as follows:

the "sex" stories of the late 80s and 90s (are) a working
through the problem of rraking stories out of sexual con
flict. (TOlstoy] set himself high hurdles in the "sex



stories": in Tolstoy's society male sexuality had few
restrictions placed upon it and hence was not easily
subject to narration: it rarely rrade "the gocd story".
I conclude that Tolstoy takes a rather infertile semi
olClCJical field and produces narrative .... '!he stories
themselves care to include and reduplicate many aspects
of the sexual act .... [thus] the "sex stories" are Tol
stoy's rretaliterature, a case where he reflects on his
own earlier writings, and produces narrative out of his
own struggle.

'!he questions of sexuality in Tolstoy and the "subject" of nar
ration are also addressed in Stephanie sandler's study of gender in
war and Peace. Any feminist reading of Tolstoy which att~ts to
revise his image as misogynist is destined to run aground against
daIming biographical evidence recorded in his diaries, journals and
his wife I s account of their rrarriage. Yet, to read artistic work
through the prism of biography as Ruth Benson has done in her bed<
waren in Tolstoy 13 may deprive us of an appreciation of other rrodes
and ideological ccmnit:rrents which may also be inscribed in the text.
Recent feminist readings of TOlstoy, notably Barbara Heldt's revi
sionary essay, "Tolstoy's Path to Feni.nism, ,,14 recovers Tolstoy's
anpathy to.vards waren fran his artistic oeuvre and places his con
cern with v.aren at the center of his creative intentions. sandler's
~rk. in progress, "Reading Gender in W3.r and Peace", adopts this
stance and pursues a reading of the novel's imagery, rretaphors and
presentations of sex roles to reveal Tolstoy's artistic design,
'Nhich she defines as "the correlation of values with gender ....
People are successful in the novel only~ they manifest a gener
ous presence of the so-call-=d ! feminine I traits that history has
taught us to despise." sandler notes Tolstoy's exaltation of those
attributes \okUch are traditionally vi~ as femi.nine-empathetic
relating to others, reliance on intuition, the capacity for nurtur
ing-and observes that these features characterize both Platon
Karataev and Kutuzav. Silnilarly, sandler explores 'itaIEIl characters'
acqui.sition of rrasculine traits, such as Natasha at the hunt, or
the cross-dressing at the Rostov I s Christmas celebration. She con
cludes that "Tolstoy is unusually willing to experi.Irent with the
stereotypes of gender and to i.ITagine characters who transcend them
selves and are thus nest themselves by crossing gender boundaries. ,,15

Peading Tolstoyan characters as the focal point of intersecting
role rrodels or culturally imposed paradigms also fonns the central
cancern of Anthony Anerrone' s Derridean construal of Tolstoy's "'!he
Cossacks," titled, "Tolstoy and diif&ance: '!he case of Kazaki".
In An.errone I S assessment,

Tolstoy's Cossacks is traditionally considered a problem
text, whose crux revelves arom1d the author's carq;:>lex
and unreso1ved relationship to Rousseau' 5 notion of the
natural as superior to the civilized. While Tolstoy tests
this hYJ;X)thesis in Cossacks, the resul ts have seened, to
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IIOst readers, ambiguous and unsatisfying ....A deconstruc
tive reading of Rousseau's influence on Tolstoy will high
light the problem in a cli£ferent way.

Tolstoy 1 s desire to control the ever elusive and reced
ing dichotany betv.'een Nature and Culture is typical of the
western philosophical and literary tradition, which Derrida
has called "the rretaphysics of presence." It is another
attenpt to control the infinite play of difH~rance and
rreaning in literary texts. 'lhe subverting of the major di
chotamies established in the Cossacks (nature and culture,
country and city, Cossack and Russian, innocent and cor
rupt, spontaneous and self-conscious, etc.) is then seen not
as a sign of the artistic or philosophical imnaturity of
the author, but as the inevitable effect of the philosoph
ical and linguistic culture in which Tolstoy is carpletely
errbedded.

Recognizing the effect of cultural contexts which subtly politi
cize the activities of reading and writing is at the basis of current
trends in socio-criticism. Natasha Sankovich' s preliminary exploration
of Tolstoy's theories of cognition, as deduced fran his fiction and
other writings, are predicated on dialogic theories of the critic's
resp<;>nsibilities and the political implications of any camunicative
act. 16 sankovich 1 s dissertation errploys a "reader-response rrethod
that examines the conventions, expectations and limitations of author
ial reading.... 'I11e authorial audience is the audience about whan the
author has rrade certain asSUItptions concerning its values and beliefs."
sankovi.ch dete.t:mi.nes four categories of consciousness in Tolstoyan
epistemJlogy: awareness, imagination, understanding and menory.
5ankovich intends to explore the interaction of these four modes of
consc.iousness within Tolstoy I S oeuvre as they govern the pro::iuction
and reception of texts.

"Reception" I or the perception or appropriation of an author or
text (5) by another culture constitutes the major thrust of canpara
tive literary studies represented here in the ~rks in progress by
Anna Tavis and Isabelle Naginski.

Tavis' 5 book in progress, Rilke' s Dialogues wi.til Russia examines
Rilke I S fascination with ~sian culture, which was emlxdied far
him in the "overpowering iroage" of Tolstoy. Tavis finds that Tolstoy's
crisis and "quarrel with art becane paradigmatic for Ri.1..ke I s image of
Russia," ending in his rejection of Tolstoy. '!hus, Rilke I s writings
on Tolstoy reflect his attenpt to resolve his 0N1l artistic crisis,
and. to det.ennine "the poet's individual quest to define his artistic
mission. " Tavis •s chapter on Rilke and Tolstoy, "Rilke' s Controversy
with Leo -Tolstoy" explores the intertextual relationship be~
Rilk.e I s tiber Kunst as response to ~t is Art?; the Tolstoy therres in
the early variant concluding chapters of Malte Laurids Brigge; and
the inteIpersonal relationship between the twJ artists as enacted in
Rilke I s hIo visits to Tolstoy. Examining these examples of "influence
by negation" and intercultural dial~e enables Tavis to discuss the



"Tolstoy question" of the late 19th/early 20th centuries to explore
the bi-valent characteristics of the politics of appropriation.
'Ihus, Tavis concludes:

An examination of 'IOlstoy I s role in Rilke' s life may clari
fy and, at the sane t.irlE, further ccrnplicate the general
question of artistic "influences. 11 '!he rightly chosen
"negative" COlIDterpart, the artist's unavoidable "other",
may prove zrore potent for the artist's creation of his/her
own personality than v.ou1.d a long succession of "positive"
Irodels. And the dialogic drama of influences, after all,
is played out in the polyphony of texts. /17/

The dialogic m:>del and the cross--cultural fertilization of lit
erazy texts is also the focus of Isabelle Naginski' s forthcoming
l::x:x:lk Literary Traffic. French Writers and the Nineteenth-century
Russian Novel. Naginski focuses on French influences in the rise
of the Russian novel, elucidating "how the originality of the Rus
sian novel was made possible ... through the appropriation of a cer
tain nunt>er of influential French genesis-texts." Part 'nlree of
her book deals with Tolstoy and his relationship to Rousseau
(11'&0 savages at the Opera") and Stendhal ("On the Battlefield",
"The Mythology of Childhcod," and "ttle Narrative Eye"). Naginski
enploys a Bakhtinian f~rk to explore the process of textual
transmission and the ''nosaic of quotations"18 which constitutes
''haunted discourse" (discours han~). Naginski's examination of
the haunting of Tolstoy's discourse by Stendhal relies on cases of
direct and verifiable influence (for exanple, stendhal' s waterloo
scene in L3. Chartreuse de Pantle and Tolstoy's military descriptions
in war and Peace), as ~ll as noting the curious and intriguing
cases of parallel thematic developrrent which she descries in roth
authors' proclivity for "autobiographical reduplication, that is,
the constant and repeated projection of self into their literary
VolOrks. "

'llle problematic of self-constIuction via narrative, the autobio
graphical irrpulse which inspires the recherche de tenps perdu, is
the subject of Andrew Wachtel's forthcoming book, 'fue Battle for
Childhcod. Like Naginski, Wachtel explores Tolstoy I s Childhcxxi
in nwthological tenns as the attatlpt to recapture a "golden age."
wachtel sees 'IOlstoy' S autobiographical v.ork as paradigrretic for
the 19th century ~sian autobiography, represented in the novels
of Aksakov; Gorkij, Belyj, and Bun.in. Wachtel also offers a myth0
logical reading of Anna Karenina in his article "Death and Resur
rection in Anna Karenina. "19 wachtel notes the occurrence of a
single myth of death and resurrection transposed into ~ rrodes in
the novel: the therte is treated in Christian tenns in the story of
Levin and Kitty, while pagan and RCmm imagery appear in Anna and
Vronsky' smyth.

While the studies surveyed here adopt a variety of methodologies
and theoretical orientations, one ccmn:m thread arrong them is the
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value and iIr;x:>rtanee placed on Bakhtin' s literary theories of dia
logism, polyphony and absolute language. '!he shared appreciation
for Bakhtin in part reflects a contenporary vogue ~ch counter
poises Bakhtin' s dialCX1ism to Derridean relativism. Yet, the cita
tion of Bakhtin throughout the scholarly works revi~ here rep
resents IOClre than the des.iIe to flaunt the Slavic possession of a
Iitera:cy theorist who has gained celebrity in the west. Bakhtin I s
i.n"portance as a reader of Tolstoy, and the irrplications of this
type of reading for Tolstoy scholarship in general was discussed
above (see note 6). Bakhtin I s ultimate value for the fublre of
lite.raJ:y c:dticisrn is still an unfinalizable potential. As Bakhtin
himself observed of scholarship in the hurnanities,

It is hardly possible to speak about necessity in the hu
m:m.i.ties. It is scientifically possible only to disclose
the possibilities.... /20/

sate of the possibilities created here by re-reading fran alter
native perspectives within a diversity of contexts set the stage
for new critical encounters with Tolstoy. '!be plurality of schol
arly approaches, the re-voicing and revising of earlier critical
views, results in a nultiplicity of interpretations which is can
mensurate with the vastness of 'Iblstoy' s own creation. As Bakhtin
rerrarkOO concerning the interplay of the familiar and the new in
scholarship:

Both of these aspects (recognition of the repeated and
discovery of the new) should rrerge inseparably in the
living act of understanding.... 'l11U5, understanding
supplercents the text: it is active and also creative
by nature. creative understanding continues creativityl
and ITUltiplies the artistic wealth of hurranity. /21/

lWy Mandelker' s article, n A Painted Lady: 'ttl.e Poetics of ekphrasis
in Anna Karenina. 1t is in press at carparative Literature. She has
a l:x:xJk in prQ3'ress, '!he Framing of Anna Karerrlna: Tolstoy, the
wooan Q.lestion, and the Novel of Adultery, which explores the semi
otics of inagery in Anna Karenina and other EUropean novels of
adultery fran a socic--critical and feminist perspective.
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tention is focussed on the Tolstoyan experience in Bulgaria,
where as "noMlere else on earth, with the possible exception of
R1ssia itself, was the influence of Lev Tolstoj's religious wri
tings [so1 profound and pervasive••. "

Folejewski, Zbigniew. "L.N . Tolstoj am Edward Abranowski on Art:
~ Opposite Views?" In Studies in Slavic Literature and Culture
in Honor of Zoya Yurieff, M. 5endiCh, ed. (East Lansing, MI: RI.J,
1988).

Fullenwider, Henry. "Leo Tolstoi and Paul cams' ''Ibe <:pen Court' . n

Russian Literature Triquarterly, no, 22 (1988), 221-238.

Presentation and anlysis of the relationship between Tolstoj
and the 1Urerican Paul carus (1852-1919), vtlose publications
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"'lhe <:pen COUrt" and ''':me ~ist" had the stated p..u:pose of con
ciliating religion and science. '!he correspondence be~ Tol
stDj and carus is traced in detail. Special attention is given
to the natter of Tolstoj' s story "Kanna," a rrCdified version of
carus' story of the same nanE.

Garon, M.L. "L.N. Tolstoj i G.R. Lindenberg (k istorii licnyx
vzaimJotno~j)." Voprosy russkoj literatury, vyp. 1 (51), (1988),
17-19.

nus brief paper is an account of the relationship between Tolstoj
and G.R. Lindenburg (1862-1933). Li.ndenburg collaborated with
Tolstoj nost closely in famine relief (the early 1890s) and in the
transportation to Canada of the sect of the Dlxobory (late 1890s).

HolJran, M.J. de K. "Translating Tolstoy for the Free Aqe Press: Vla
dimir Olertkov and his English Manager Arthur Fifield. II Slavonic and
East European Review, (1988), 181-197.

An account of the publishing activities of V.G. O1ertkov during
his exile in England (1897-1908) with special attention to the"Free
Age Press," the organ through which English translations of Tolstoj' s
works were Il'ade available to the reading public. '!he fotmdation of
the press is described, and nuch detail relating to the leading
role played in its operations by Arthur Fifield is provided. '!he
paper includes sane interesting observations also on the not always
Tolstoyan relationship between Chertkov and Tolstoj 15 leading En
glish translator, Ayl.ner Maude.

lvask, Jurij. "Akakij Gogolja i Aki..n Tolstogo.ll In Studies in Slavic
in Slavic Literature and Culture in Honor of Zoya Yurieff, M. Sendich,
ed. (East Lansing, MI: FLJ Press, 1988).

Laksin, V. "Vozvra~enie Tolstogo-myslitelja." voprosy 1iteratury,
no. 5 (1988), 104-117.

In connection with his preparation of a volurre of extracts fran
the foreign press recounting interviews and conversations with To1
stoj (a eatpanion to the volume InteIv I ju i beS$ s L' VOr.l Tolstym,
which appeared ~ 1986 and presented a eatpllauon of items frau
the Russian press) the author offers a discussion of the need for
a re-evaluation of the writings of the late Tolstoj in the Soviet
Union in order to rescue those \oX)rks fran the neglect and disre
pute into which they have gradually fallen since the onset of the
&Niet period.

'Ihree aspects of Tolstoj' 5 thought are singled out for discus
sion: (1) Tolstoj '5 teachings on s.i.rrplicity of life and his oppo
sition to ungoven1ed industrialization are presented as wholly con
sistent with the nodern concern for the integrity of the planet's
physical environernent; (2) his teachings on noral self-perfection
as dependent on the volition and free choice of the individual rath
er than as a product of the reform of the social structure in which
the individual lives; and (3) the teaching of not resorting to



violence to oppose evil. Most striking is the way in which the
author shows that these teachings are in conflict with long-stand
ing presunptions of SOViet state policy and Marxist doctrine and
affi..nns that the rrodern situation of the Soviet people illustrates
that Tolstoj was ~ll ahead of his tirre.

Especially in connection with p:>int three does the author refer
directly to Lenin's pronouncements on literature in the farrous
series of articles which he wrote about Tolstoj. He calls for an
end to the absolute and literal veneration of these articles in
favor of a re-interpretation conditioned by an awareness of the
differences be~ the historical situation in which Lenin wrote
them and the present.

M:mdry, H. "One or 'I\oJo 'Resurrections I in L. Tolstoy's Writing? (Fedo
rov and 'The Kreutzer Sonata') . " Die Welt der Slaven, 33 (1988), 169-82.

'Ihe author states her purpose as: "If we look at the tradition of
criticism of "'!he Kreutzer Sonata" we find that it is the 'meaning I

of Tolstoy's views on rrarriage and the physical realtianships be
tween the sexes which has always been at the centre of any debate.
'Ihere is only one answer known to the question -- 'Why did the hero
kill his wile?' - and that an~ is - 'Jealousy.' While re
naini.ng within the fraI'l5.Ork of the exploration of the rreaning of
"'!he Kreutzer Sonata," the aim of this paper is to give a new an
swer to the above-stated question and to denonstrate the presence
of '.inaginative fonn' in the story at the same time." '!he author
connects the story to the trend in Russian 19th century thought
which Rozanov identified as "skopi&skoe s~i.rran.ie p1anety," the
renunciation of the flesh as discussed variously by Gcgol', Solo
v'ev, and Leont'ev. '!he rrain attention of the author is on the
nain character of the story, Pozdnysev, as a reflection of and on
the "cormon cause" philosophy of N. Fedorov. 'Ihis relationship
is used by the author to counter "the all-prevailing accusation of
'lack of imaginative' which has haunted the perception of the sto
ry in the works of its ccmnentators."

Paharov, George. "TOlstoy and the Epic sense of Life: Hcrrer and Tol
stoy." In Studies in Slavic Literature and Culture in Honor of Zoya
Yurieff, M. 5endich, ed. (East lansing, MI: RW' Press, 1988).

Redston, David. "Tolstoy and the Greek Gospel." Journal of Russian
Studies, no. 54 (1988), 21-33.

Discussion of Tolstoj' s acquaintance with the Greek language and
Greek texts, especially with respect to his exegetical work with
the New Test.aIrent and his "scedinenie i perevod 4-x evangelij."
A point is rrade of tracing the developrent of Tolstoj' s theolcgi
cal ideas be~ their first fonmlation in the "Union and Trans
lation of the Four Gospels" and their exposition in 'V ~ern rroja
vera II ("~t I Believe").

Ryan-Hayes, Karen. "Iskander and 'TOlstoj: 'Ihe Parcdical Inplications
of the Beast Narrator." SEEJ, 32 (1988), 225-236.
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"In the' Story of Old HabJg r s M.J.1e I, Iskander has applied the well
established literary device of the beast narrator to create a nodern
and society-specific satire. His story is linked to Tolstoj's 'Xol-
stc.fTer 1 in a corrplex parodical relationship '!be intertextual dia-
logue he carries on with Tolstoj enriches and strengthens his own
satirical attacks on agricultural inefficiency, entrenches racial and
social prejudice, and no:rnative standards of prestige."

Schefski, Harold K. "Contrastive Parallelism in 'war and Peace': SOnja
versus Natasha." Russian Literature, 23 (1988), 281-194.

Author's abstract: Eminent Tolstoj scholars, such as Eixenbaum and
Shklovskij, often allude to the writer's predilection for contrast-
ive parallelism as a structural device in his v.oI:Ks. The technique
achieves its greatest proliferation in War and Peace, where character
juxtapositions abound. HONeve.r, the one pitting Natasha against Sonja
has often been overlooked because Sonja has been unfairly viewed as a
minor figure in the novel. '!he aim of this paper is to upgrade SOnja' 5

irrage by showing how she cacplem=nts Natasha at every stage and hOW'
both girls achive full character developrrent only through their oppJ
sition to one another .... It is proposed that after the ultimate pair
ings of Nikolaj with Princess Mar I ja and Natasha with P' er are made,
Sonja should belong to Prince Andrej with whan she shares rrore traits
than does Natasha. HCMever, Tolstoj decided in favor of the Prince' 5

death which channeled Sonja into tragic isolation.

sendich, Mmir. "English Translations of Tolstoy's 'War and. Peace': An
Analysis of Difficult Renderings. 11 In Studies in Slavic Literature and
Culture in Honor of Zoya Yurieff, M. sendich, ed. (East Lansing, MI: RLJ
Press, 1988).

walsh, Harry H. "Elerrents of Classicla GeJ:rran Idealism in Tolstoi I s
'Philosophical Fragrrents. II. Germ3no-Slavica, 6 (1988), 3-16.

Author's abstract: In the critical literature devoted to Tolstoi' s
education and earliest writings it is custe:rnary to attribute great
influence to thinkers of the Enlightenment. '!he eighteeenth-century
quality of Tolstoi I s mind is often noted, not always with persuasive
justification. Yet the youthful Tolstoi I s "Philosophical Fragtrents"
reveal thematic and textual traces not of eighteenth-century Enlight
enrrent thought, but rather of Classical GeJ:m3n Idealism•.. It is argued
that the yamg Tolstoi' s predisposition to rrake use of Idealist meta
physics in the "Philosophical Fragrrents" persists into his mature wri
tings and intensifies in his last years.



Recent Dissertations

CCNCEPTS OF WAR ill L.N. 'IOLS'roY AND V. S. GROSSMAN

Frank Ellis, University of Bristol (UK)

Author's Note: In my dcctoral thesis - "Vasily Grossrra.n: '!he Gene
sis and Evolution of Heresy" (Univ. of Bristol, UK) -- I derronstrate
that the ideological, m::>ral, and intellectual crisis which culmina
ted in Life and Fate and Everything Flows began for Grossman in the
thirties, and was intensilied by his experiences at the front (1941
45) and by the public vilification he was subjected to in the post
war F€I'iod. 'l1ris excerpt on Grossrran and Tolstoy is fran the chap
ter "Concepts of War and Progress. "***

Throughout the Great Patriotic War (1941-45) Grossrran served as
a correspondent for the Army newspaper Krasnaia zvezda (Red Star) .
Hi.s wartinE sketches (cd1erki) achieved great success, and at the
height of the Stalingrad battle his frontline dispatches ~e avid
ly read by both soldiers and civilians. In addition, Grossman wrote
a number of stories which continue to enjoy critical approval. To
this period belong: ''Narcd beSSIrerten" ('ttle People are IIrmJrtal,
1942), rrStaryi uchitel'" ('n1e Old Teacher, 1942), and "Zhizn "' (Life,
1943) . In 1943 Grossman began work on Za pravoe delo (For a Just
Cause, 1943-52), which together with his rrasterpiece, ZhiznI i
sud 'ba (Life and Fate, 1960), provides the rrost CCtlplete and p:JWer
ful account of the Battle of Stalingrad available in SOViet war
literature.

Circumstances surrounding Grossman r s attempts to publish Life
and Fate in the SOViet Union can only be described as bizarre--:-
'!hey have been well documented by Voinovich, so a brief account
will be sufficient. 1 In OCtober 1960, Grossman sutmitted a copy of
the novel to the editorial roard of Znarnia, who in turn passed the
rranuscripts to the KGB; they responded by 1 arresting I all renaining
copies of the beck and seizing rough drafts, typing equipterlt and
carbon paper. Grossmm was told that publication would be post
poned for 250 years. While the author died in 1964, one copy es
caF€d the attention of the KGB and was snuggled to the West, where
extracts \liere serialised in Kontinent in the seventies. 2 In 1980
the full ~ssian version was published in Switzerland, and Soviet
p.ililication cane eight years later. 3

Since the end of World War ~, SOviet critics have actively
sought a successor to Tolstoy in the field of war literature. I.
Kuz 'michev berroaned the absence of any definitive chronicle of the
nation's trauma:

***Editor's Note: This excerpt, edited for reasons of space, repre
sents just one section of Frank Ellis' very interesting ~i
son of Tolstoy and Grossman. Readers who wish to see the c0m

plete chapter should contact the author directly.
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we still do not have our War and Peace, that main book,
which would tell us the whole truth about war. 4

'!he dertand arrong Soviet writers and critics for the 'rrain book' has
not diminished with the passage of time. When writers ~e surveyed
on the fortieth anniversary of the victory of Nazi GeDTany, large
nurrt>ers still expressed the hope of seeing the new War and Peace. 5
Grigory Baklanov, whose contribution to war literature is itself
considerable, unreservedly affinns the significance of Tolstoy:

Anything of v.crth Itt'lich has been created in SOviet war
literature, be it on the First World war, the Civil War
or the Great Patriotic War, is based on the Tolstoyan
tradition. 6

'Tolstoy' 5 writing (and it is v.crth errphasising that Baklanov does
not confine himself to war and Peace) creates a set of criteria
according to which all Soviet writers of war literature should be
judged. Elenents of this tradition are obvious in GrOSsm3Jl' s
prose. In both For a Just cause and Lile and Fate Grossman offers
us a broad palloram3. of a nation at war and shows how Russian na
tionalism was as decisive in Hitier r 5 demise as it was in the frus
tration of Napoleon's dreams. GrOSSIT'an, although nani.nally a non
canbattant, actively sought out and shared the dangers and priva
tions if those about whan he wrote. 'Ihi.s knowledge of VJa.r at the
! sharp end I is an essential feature of Grossrran I s realism. Gross-

rran I s highly successful Stalingrad sketches, of which there are
thirteen altogether, have been carpared to Tolstoy' 5 sevastopol
Stories:

Both describe the heroic pages of the nation's life
and both seek. Out those profound features of the na
tional character which have sh.a.vn thernselves during
these critical rrarents of history. 7

certain parallels do exist. Grossman's duties as a war correspond
ent at Stalingrad exfX)sed him to the same dangers as the troops:
Tolstoy, before being transferred to sevastopol had attempted to
prcduce a journ.al, a fact that is significant for the Sevastopol
Stories:

'!he elerrent of reportage,the eye-witness account, the
diary, the notes of a war correspondent ....nich we find
in 'Ihe Raid and '!he Woc:d-Felling, play an inportant
role in the three sevastop?l Stories.8

'!here are also sare najor differences. Although the internal re
percussions if the Cri.rrean c:anpaign were considerable, it cannot be
said that Tsarist Russia was in any grave danger of being overrun
by the British or French annies. In 1942, Russia was in a ITUCh
~rse situation. An entry in Grossrran' s notebook. for 1942 reflects
the sense of i..Itpendinq disaster: "we're done for. 'l11.e thief has
reached the heartland of our country. "9

'Ihe Stalingrad sketches fall naturally into t\o.O parts. ntis is



consistent with the tenacious and bitterly contested defensive phase
and the subsequent Soviet cOl.mter-attack launched on Noverrber 19,
1942. In this first phase, in keeping with its defensive charac
ter, GrOS5m3Jl seeks to derronstrate the carmibrent and resilience of
the Russian soldier. Typical of this aim are the sketches: "'nlrough
Olekhov' 5 Eyes", "Vlasov", "A Red AJ:my Man' 5 Soul", the various
portraits in "The Stalingrad Battle" and "'nle Direction of the Main
Blow". It is here that echoes of Tolstoy are nost pronounced. Sol
diers in Grossnan' s sketches energe as archetypes, yet they are
identifiable with living types and bear the stanp of 'veracity'
(pravdivost') .10

Concluding "Sevastopol in May", Tolstoy wrote that the hero 0:
his tale was the truth. 11 '!he manner is which writers have dealt
with the sordid and LU1g1arrorous aspects of war, not concentrating
exclusively on acts of bravery, has becoIre established as the IIOst
important criterion of the Tolstoyan tradition. GrOSSITaI1' s report
age does not enti.rely measure up to the severe standard set by Tol
stoy; overt criticisms of the military leadership are absent. Nor
do ~ find the grim detail of the casualty clearing-station. In
addition, a recent sbJdy of war correspondents has been less than
flattering aJ:xmt Grossrran I s journalism:

Grossman's literary style tended to be flCJ\t."€rY and
his dispatches of little use for the western corre
spondents hlmgry for the facts .12

HeM strong then is the kinship be~ the 5eVas'topol Stories and
the Stalingrad sketches? Like all war correspondents, Allied or
Axis, Grossman I s reports were subject to rigorous mili~ censor
ship (Tolstoy had his proble.'T1S with the censors as well). 3 Also,
it needs to be appreciated that Grossman covered the greater part of
the battle. '!he najority of western correspondents were not allowed
anywhere near the frontline until after the GeIman capitulation, and
then only under strict escort. Grossrran I s diaries and essays can
prise, therefore, a valuable, i£ ~t incClIlplete historical
source. As a literary source, they clearly nark the incunabula of
characters, scenes and thertES which are developed in greater detail
in For a Just cause and Life and Fate; themes first discussed in the
Sevastopol Stories had undergone a similar evolution in the creation
of War and Peace.

War repJrtage is rrore than just the presentation of factual evi
dence; i,t inevitably includes the reporter' s ~ressions and repre
sents a canbination of fact, analysis and description. SOre. critics
even see it as a distinct genre .11:1 Operating within the stringent
parameters of military censorship, Grossman concentrates the thrust
of his repJrting on personalities, their hopes and fears, norale and
the peculiarities of street fighting, what the conten'porary journal
ist v.u.lld refer to as 'colour pieces' .15 GrOSSITan IS rrain achieve
rrent in the Stalingrad cycle is the evocation of the defenders' spir
it. He wholeheartedly vindicates Tolstoy' 5 belief in the vital and
decisive role of rrorale, what Tolstoy calls the 'latent heat' (~
taia teplota) of the nation. 16
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'!he initial reception given For a Just Cause i.nplied a crnparison
with War and Peace. 'l'\o.O reviews referred to the ~rk as an 'epic'
(epopeia) .17 Grossrran was praised for his ccraprehensive depiction
of the war ,and the r strength of great realistic art' .18 But positive
canparisons with Tolstoy scon gave way to virulent, ideologically
centered criticism. '!he infanous campaign against Jewish doctors
....as under way, and this, carbined with Grossrtan' s teneency to specu
late in sensitive areas, provided the part-inspired hacks with plenty
of anm.m.ition. lID. article in Pravda by Mikhail Bubermov was espe
cially venarous; he attacked anyone in the Union of Writers who re
garded For a Just cause as the 'Soviet War and Peace' or an 'encyclo
pedia of Soviet lile'. 19

Aspects of the Tolstoyan tradition can of co-rrse be found in the
~rk of other Soviet writers. Mikhail Sholokhov, Bulat Okudzhava,
Yurii Bondarev, Viktor Nekrason, Grigorii Baklanov and Vasil' Bykov -
to nane but a few - ~e as nuch the heirs and exponents of the Tol
stoyan legacy as Grossman. Sholokhov would seem to enjoy the strong
est claim, and yet the philosophical specualtion and the restless
spirit of enquil:y v.hich infODTI War and Peace are absent .....Only in
Grossrn:m do we find a writer who canbines the 'truth of the trenches'
(okopnaia pravda) 23* with Tolstoy's unremitting quest for zreaning in
the historical precess. As Sirreon Lipkin puts it:

Grossman unfolded a panorama of one of the greatest battles,
and did it not only fran above, as if fran a helicopter,
fran where all the fronts, armies, corps and divisions are
visible. He saw it fra'll below, through the eyes of the sol
dier in the trench.Before him, only Tolstoy had seen war
in such a ~ fold rranner. 24

One facet of the critical response to the publication of Life and
Fate in the Soviet Union suggests that the search for the 'main l::cok'
is over. Many critics have explicitly eatpared Grossman's achieve
rent to that of Tolstoy in War and Peace. Anatolii Bocharov argued
that Grossman I s novel is I closest to the Russian epic tramtion which
was established by L. Tolstoy in War and Peace'. 2S Others, like Lev
Anninskii, recognised the parallels but sounded a note of caution and
even scepticism.

'!hey say there is much of Tolstoy here. But Grossman's
similarity to Tolstoy is too obvious to be as s~le as
it seems. The key Tolstoyan nove, 'at the tine when' ,
is absent fran Grossnan. Tolstoy interweaves and ties,
Grossnan places together and sets up collisions. 26

V. Kulish (an historian) < and V. Oskotsky (a literary critics) pro
vided the longest and roost detailed SOViet analysis of Life and Fate.
'I11ey dismiss the prize-winning novels of the seventies with pretensions
to 'Iblstoyan grandeur and profundity, such as Ivan Stadniuk' s war

* Editor's note: The original numbering of the footnotes has been pre
served, even though sections have been omitted.



(Voina, 1974-80) and Aleksandr Chakovskii' s Blockade (Blokada, 1968
75), arrogating that place to Llle and Fate. But they, too, qualify
this observation:

To correlate does not rrean to identify or pair exactly,
to rrake direct, literal analogies, seeking out arrong
Vasilii Grossrre.n' s heroes an Andrei Bolkonskii or a
Pierre Bezukhov•.. 28

Konstantin Silronov contends that dem3nds to create the new War
and Peace are ilTlpossible to ~lerrent because 'beaks like War and
Peace are not created twice I .29 canparison with Tolstoy \o.OUld have
been i.np:>ssible when these renarks were rrade in 1969, twenty years
before the publication of Life and Fate, at a tine when the novel
was under the strictest ban. Personal rivalries and ideological
considerations to one side, Sirronov' s rerrarks deserve- attention.
Naturally, the exact conditions which pertained to 1812, and to
the inception of War and Peace itself, cannot be duplicated, but
similarities certainly exist. S.:iIocmov himself lends support for
this idea when he says that during the Russo-Germm war 'War and
Peace lived as it ~e a second life in our consciousness' . 31 '!hat
War and Peace should strike such a deep chord in the Russian psyche
is not surprising. In the winter of 1941 with the Germans at the
gates of Moscow, war and Peace seem:Kl profoundly relevant, as SiJro
nov confinns:

Reading War and Peace at such a ti.Ire in oor life was
a deep shock, both in an aesthetic and in a rroral
sense, and one which renained forever in our rrarory. 32

Tolstoy was of :irmense importance for Grossrren. In his warti.rre
not.ebooks, extracts of which w.=re publishe:i in 1966, Grossrran re
calls his visit to Yasnaya Polyana after the Gerrrans had been evic
ted. Earlier visits had left him largely umrove<1, but now in the
midst of the war, Tolstoy, as for m:my others, acqu.i..res a deeper and
rore enotional appeal, and he felt "with striking force" that
"everything was one; that which~ mre than a hundred years
ago, and that which is happening now." 33 Tolstoy I s significance for
Grossrran does not recede after the war. In Li£e and Fate Tolstoy
is never far away. Grossman 1 s purpose is not difficult to discern..
The references to the Sevastopol Stories, war and Peace, '!he Cossacks
and Khadzhi Murat are one way of ackno.vledging not only the force of
the Tolstoyan tradition, but also his personal and artistic debt to
the great naster.

Arrong contemporary SOViet Russian writers, Grossrran provides the
mst eat{llete analysis of war. While paying tribute to Tolstoy, he
is no slavish imitator of the Tolstoyan epic tradition, but an inde
pendent, incisive and catholic mind of formidable proportions; this
is one reason, anong rrany, why the association with Tolstoy persists
throughout a study of Grossman, especially in Life and Fate. Per
haps the nost important reason resides in Grossrran I s devotion to
the truth. In his portrayal of war in the twentieth century, with
its indissoluble links to totalitarianism, Grossm:m has few equals.
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In Exchang~e__~ _

A REPORl' 00 THE THIRD SEMrnAR CN 'roLS'TOY AND AMERICA.

Pobert H. Davis, Jr., Slavic and Baltic Division, '!he New York
Public Library

on wednesday, 6 sept.ent>er, the Third Seminar on L.N. Tolstoy and
Am=rica convened at Iasnaia Poliana, with representatives from both
the AIrerican and Soviet sides of the project in attendance. organ
ized by Edward Kasinec, Chief of the Slavic and Baltic Division and
Astor FellCM (1989-90) of 'l11e New York Public Library and Lidiia
Grcrrova-cpulskaia, senior Researcher of the Institute of World Lit
eratures (IMLI), the seminar was sponsored by the USSR Academy of
SCiences, and by !REX. The seminar represents an :imp:>rtant oppJr
tunity for the direct discussion of discoveries in American and Rus
sian archives, the provision of prosop:Jgraphical data on Tolstoy's
lesser-known Arrerican correspondents, and the developnent of agen
das for work: on the next stage of research into the nunerous trans
Atlantic relationships carried an bet\o.een 'Iblstoy and his AIterican
correspondents .

Although unable to attend, co-chair Edward Kasinec' s opening
rem:rrks ~e distributed to the conferees. ML. Kasinec repJrted
that since the last meeting of the seminar in New York .in January,
1988, the individuals on the Arrerican side of the Tolstoy project
had been concerned with three basic prcblems: first, the identi£i
cation and localization of 'IbIstoy' manuscripts and correspondence
in repositories beyond the New York ~tropolitan area; second, the
cacpilation of a nachine-readable listing of Tolstoy's Arrerican
correspondents and visitors, based on the inventory created by sov
iet participant Natalia Petrovna Velikanova of .rnLri the assemblage
of biographical infomation on these individuals; and the ccnpila
tion of biblio;raphical infoma.tion an Arrerican publications of
Tolstoy's works and writings about him.

Mr. Kasinec pointed out recent p:lsitive developm:mts in several
areas that should enhance, and broaden the Vo1Ork of joint scholarly
projects along the lines of the Tolstoy and Anerica group. The
appearance of several new archival guides to AIterican and United
Kingdan literary rranuscripts, and the further develqxrent of the
Archives and Manuscripts database (AM:) of RUN, making the retriev
al of infomation on ~ssian manuscripts in Anerican repositories
increasingly easy, while a najor generational change in the circles
of the Russian emigration has led to the deposit of the archival
collections of a rumi::ler of literary figures and bibliophiles in ma
jor institutions, or in responsible private collections. Given the
present climate, the activities of this group might seI:Ve as a para
digm for other Soviet-AIrerican literaz:y projects, narrely, the pub
lication of Russian, and Russian emigre literal:y manuscripts held
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in American rep:>sitories, and the carpilation by AITerican scholars
of biblio;raphies of the translations of Rlssian literature into
English, and of critical literature written by Western scholars and
dealing with Rlssian and Soviet literature. Several initiatives a
long these lines are already being inplem=nted by a nurober of Arreri
can bibliographers.

Four members of the delegation fran the United States presented
papers. Robert T. Whittaker of Lehman College, CUNY (who also served
as co-chair of the Seminar), reported that thus far the search of
archives outside New York had prcduced strikingly little material, as
there are few listings in other American archival repositories under
the narre of Tolstoy. Dr. Whittaker suggested that the search for ad
ditional Tolstoy materials nust of necessity turn to the individual
naJTES of Tolstoy I s correspondents.

In a second rep:>rt, Dr. Whittaker spoke on his examination of cor
respondence between Tolstoy and Judge Ernest Howard Crosby (1856
1907), who, with sane 65 items located to date, was one of Tolstoy's
Irost active Arrerican correspondents. Following his first encounter
with Tolstoy' 5 philosophy in 1891, Crosby becam= one of the nest ener
getic and devoted disciples of To1stoyanism in Arrerica, attacking mani
festations of militarism, imperialism (especially the Spanish-Arrerican
and Russo-Japanese Wars), and social injustice, all in the name of
Christian ideals. Crosby follCMed Tolstoy's publications and defended
his literary interests, providing him with rnaterial fran the Anerican
press, urged him to write in support of various causes and individuals,
and shared his own writings with his teacher, including his satiric
anti-militaristic novel, "captain Junks, Hero" (currently on exhibit
at Iasnaia Poliana). Inspired by the tum of events in Russia at the
turn of the century, Crosby expressed his wish to return to Russia to
visit with Tolstoy after the expected revolution (his first and only
visit took place in 1894), to which Tolstoy responded skeptically that
he should not wait. An untirrely death prevented Crosby from return.
ing to visit his teacher.

William B. Edgerton, professor emeritus at Indiana University, re
PJrted that the starting p:>int for his research 'NaS the references
to Leo Tolstoy in Arrerican guides to archival collections, and the
spravka prepared by L.D. Opul'skaia, and V.A. Alek.sandrov. In canada,
Dr. Edgerton located Tolstoy roaterial that prorrpted him to suggest
broadening the narre of the research project from "Tolstoy and the USA"
to "Tolstoy and North Arrerica. n Noting as" one exanple the autobiogra
phy by Professor Janes Mavor (1854-1925), of the University of Toronto,
My Windows on the Street of The World (NY: E.P. Dutton, 1923), Dr.
Edgerton reported that an entire chapter concerning Mavor's two visits
to Tolstoy in 1899 and 1910, is apparently unknown in Tolstoy scholar
ship, as is a letter to Mavor from Sofia Andreevna, located. in l-E.vor's
archives. In addition, Dr. &Igerton stated that his ~rk on the project
had also focused on exploring Tolstoy's influence upon social. reform
ists, rrost of whom called thernselves Qrristian socialists. Arrong them
were the leaders of the Christian Camon~lth, an agricultural colony



of interest to Tolstoy that lasted fran 1896 to 1900. In '!he Social
Gospel, a periodical published by this groop fran 1898 to 1900, Dr.
&igerton has' located one letter each fran O1ertkov and Tolstoy to
the co-editor, George Howard Gibson, and one letter fran Tolstoy to
E.H. crosby, all three of which appear to be unknown to Tolstoy
scholars. Dr. Ejgerton is also v.orking an infonnation concezning
the letters of such TOlstoy correspondents as Jane Addams, Havelock
Ellis, George Davis Herron, Samlel M. ("Golden aile") Jones, John
Haxv"ey Kellog, and M1e. John Telfer, anong others.

Dr. Antonia B. Glasse, of Ithaca, New York, discussed the rrethod
ology of identi£ication errployed in her efforts to root out infoma
tian on Tolstoy's 1, 290-odd Arcerican correspondents. Using the list
provided by Natalia Velikanova and the Tolstoy Museum, an attempt
was rrade to arrange the great l:xxl:y of correspondence into a system
atic pattern that YOlld help identify individual writers. Once in
rrechine-readable form, the alphabetical rraster lists organized by
years and dates, and by states and cities (with separate lists for
Boston, New York, and Chicago). 'tt1e ITBster list was also divided
into individual corresp:mdents and organizations, with appropriate
subdivisions - societies, press, publishing houses, educational in
stitutions, etc. Dr. Glasse reported that the letter abstracts have
suggested further useful divisions, according to specific issues and
problems discussed in the letters. Dr. Glasse stated that this pre
limin.al:y organization of available rraterial. laid the groundwork for
the identi£ication p:rcx::::ess. l-bre narrowly defined lists ~e crea
ted, such as fanous American correspondents, and well-known organi
zations, joornals and newspapers. '!he search for individuals with
a known connection to Tolstoy was rrade in library card catalogues,
biographical dictionaries, and directories, while prosopographical
infomation on correspondents, selected at randan, was solicited
fran local and regional archives and historical societies.

'Ihe final paper presented by an Arrerican representative was by
Robert H. Davis, Jr., Librarian at the Slavic and Baltic Division,
'!he New York Public Library. 'ttle topic of Mr. Davis I s research was
a bibliographic su.tVeY of the translations of Tolstoy's works, re
views, and the critical literature which appeared aOOut him in Amer
ica, fran the late 1870s (the appearance of the first Anerican trans
lation of his work) to the tirre of his death in 1910. In addition
to naking sore generalizations about the "bibliographical topogra
phy" of the critical translations and the literature, the presenta
tion contained brief ccmnents on scma of the lesser-known transla
tors and camentators, and what may possibly be scm; new research
materials in the archives of AIrerican publishing hooses. Mr. Davis
concluded by stating that before any concrete conclusions on such
questions as to how the life and v.orks of Tolstoy were perceived,
and received by the Arrerican people in his own lifet.iIre, via the
An'erican press and publishing, rruch work remains to be done, inclu
ding a de visu review of the v.orks cited in the bibliography, ex
tensive prosopcgraphical research on the Arrerican personalities
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active in the translation and criticism of 'Iblstoy' s 'YtUrk, and ex
tensive readership studies. Mr. Davis expressed the hope that his
bibliography ~d provide a practical tool for such future research.

Also in attendance fran the United States were Tatiana 1. Whitta
ker, Professor of Russian, M3nhattanville College, Purchase, New
YOl:k., who assisted the work of the delegation in innurrerable ways;
and A. Joseph Hollander, of the M::>dern Language Association.

seminar participants fran the Soviet Union were led by Lydia
GraTOva-Qpu1.skaia, who served as chair, and chief cemnentator for
the conference. Like their Arrerican counterparts, in the past year
the three paper givers from the Russian side of the Tolstoy and Arrer
ica project have focused their research attention on the question
of who was writing to Tolstoy, what the letters contained, and fur
ther outlining an agenda for future ~rk on roth sides of the
project.

Valery Aleksandrovic Aleksandrov of IMLI has had a longst..aruling
interest in the question of Tolstoy and America, having authored
articles on such noted lmerican correspondents as Andrew Dickson
~te of cornell University. Dr. Aleksandrov presented the prosopo
graphical background of one of 'Iblstoy r 5 nost ranarkable correspon
dents, the translator Isabel HaWood. frnploying in his research
xeroxes of original letters supplied by the Slavic and Baltic Divi
sion of 'tt1e New York Public Library, Dr. Aleksandrov provided a
fascinating glinq;>se of the highly prrouctive relationship that ex
.isted be~ Tolstoy and HaWood; a relationship that Dr. Aleksan
drov plans to research further in the corning ITDnths.

Elena Nikolaevna Shche1kova discussed a stage prc:duction of Anna
Karenina in New York City which was based on a French translati~
and production of the novel. Examining both reviews and contempor
ary correspondence relating to, or discussing this stage adaptation,
Ms. Shche1kova pieced together both the detail s of the prcduction,
and heM it was received by both Anerican audiences and critics. In
addition to enploy~ a variety of rraterials to explore the Alrerica.n
reception of this particular theatrical perfonrance, Ms. Shchelkova
has suggested Yet another area for joint research as part of the Tol
stoy and Arrerica project, narrely the question of Tolstoy and the
Arrerican stage.

Natalia Petrovna Velikanova r 5 ongoing ~k has centered on provid
ing synoptic precis of the letters fran AIrerican correspondents held
by the 'Iblstoy Museum, and listed in her inventory. In her presenta
tion to the Seminar, Ms. Ve1ikanova reviewed sane of her abstracts
fran these letters, and fran these E=Ostulated several preliJninary
subject categories into which nest of the Arrerican letters rray be
placed, echoing a point raised by Dr. Glasse. A large amount of cor
respondence concerns relief efforts for vict:ilns of the Russian famine.
(see: Richard G. Fobbins, Famine in Russia, 1891-1892 (NY: Columbia UP,
1975] ). Am:mg the exanples offered, Ms. velikanova cited three letters



to Tolstoy by one Abraham Gideon, of Ithaca, New York, who stated
that he had read an article by SOfia Andreevna on the great hunger,
and offered a £inancial contribution. '!he topic of religion in
general, and Tolstoy I s beliefs and excannunication in particular,
was also raised by Ms. Velikanova as a frequent topic for Arrerican
letters, as was the subject matter of the Kreutzer SOnata. Ms. Veli
kanova also noted that in a number of cases, corresp::mdence fran
Artericans requesting such things as the great novelist r S autograph
often ~t unanswered, thus eliminating the need to search for the
papers of certain names on her list.

In addition to their l,t,Ork on Talstay 1 s AIrerican corresp:mdents,
rrembers of the Russian side of the project are presently assembling
an enhanced edition of the collected \o,Qrks of Tolstoy.

COnference participants received a 201-page prcgrarn and abstracts
prepared for the use of the seminar by Robert Davis and mward Kasi
nee of '!he New York Public Library. In a cerem:my before the formal
opening of the new exhibit "Tolstoy and Arrerica," a copy was present
ed to the Tolstoy Library at Iasnaia Poliana by Robert Whittaker.
'Ibe booklet also contained the actual text of several of the presen
tation rrade by the AIre.rican side, and a description of the 1989 issue
of th Tolstoy Studies Journal by Dr. Kathleen Parthe with an invita
tion to Soviet colleagues to participate in future issues.

'!he balance of the l:xx:>klet contained extensive appendices rele
vant to the ~rk of the ccmnission, prepared by Robert Whittaker and
Robert Davis. Dr. Wh.ittaker supplied lists providing the narres, date,
and place of origin of letter sent by Alrericans to Tolstoy, as well
as a separate listing chronicling the correspondence between Crosby
and Tolstoy. 'Ihe three draft bibliographies upon which Mr'. Davis
based his presentation were also included, divided into three sub
sections: (1) Articles, critical reviews, and writings apt:earing in
the American periodical press, circa 1872-Dec. 1910; (2) translations
of Tolstoy' 5 works published in the United States during his life
time; and (3) secondary Y.Qrks published about Tolstoy up to 1910.

In addition to the direct conference participants, rrore than thir
ty persons fran am:mg the staff of Iasnaia Poliana, as well 'I\1la
learned institutes were anong the audience for the tw;:)-day meeting.
'nlere was a unanimity of opinion that the conference was a prcductive
experience, and an ilrtFortant signpost along the road to a better
understanding of Russo-American literary and cultural relations in
the 19th and early 20th centuries.
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